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"And there were In the same country shepherds abiding in
the field, keeping watch over their flock by night. And, lo, the
angel of the Lord came upon them, and the glory of the Lord
shone round about them: and they were sore afraid. And the
angel said unto them, Fear not: for, behold, I bring you good
tidings of great joy, which shall be to all people. For unto you
Is born this day in the city of David a Saviour, which is Christ
<he Lord. And this shall be a sign unto you; Ye shall find the
babe wrapped in swaddling clothes, lying in a manger. And
suddenly there was with the angel a multitude of the heavenly
host praising God, and saying, Glory to God in the highest,
and on earth peace, good will toward men. And it came to
pass, as the angels were gone away from them into heaven, the
shepherds said one to another. Let us now go even unto
Bethlehem, and see this thing which is come lo pass, which the
Lord hath made known unto us."
-- Luke 2:8-15

LYNCHBURG, VIRGINIA

By BOB HARRIS
"Imagine striking out for
freedom and starving to death on
a ship!" sighed Dr. Larry Ward,
founder and president of Food
for the Hungry International.
He was speaking specifically
about the tragic number of
Cambodian refugees attempting
to cross the treacherous liceinfested Mekong River to escape
the murderous
Communist
regime. It is not a good prospect.
Yet what's worse, he claims, is
that with a little bit of scientific
innovation, the raw foodstuffs
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Falwell, Dr. Ward Meet For The Hungry
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Roscoe Brewer (far right), Elmer Towns and SMITE Students prepare for
Christmas missionary effort in Southeast Asia.

of this world can support any
population it reaches. But, until
recently, nothing was being done
about it.
Such thoughts have so burdened the 54-year-old upstate
New York native that he has
made a second career out of
creating a "response of Christian
love where, in the world, people
are starving to death.
"God is not caught by surprise," Dr. Ward said Dec. 8
while visiting Dr. Jerry Falwell in
Lynchburg, Va.
Food for "the Hungry was
started seven years ago as a result
of Dr. Ward's previous work in
journalism. While doing military
service in World War II, he got
involved in publications and
public relations. He found the
Lord Jesus Christ through the
ministry of Le Tourneau
Christian Camps, then later
enrolled at Wheaton College in
Illinois.
His main professor
at
Wheaton was also editor of
"Christian Life" magazine and
that relationship led to a position
on the staff of Christian Life. He
also preceded Harold Lindsell as
editor of "Christianity Today"
and then met the late evangelist
Bob Pierce, who founded World
Vision International and excited
him with his famous quote:
"We have a right to speak, but
we must earn the right to be
heard."

Eventually, Dr. Ward went to

work for World Vision as editor
of their magazine, but slowly he
moved into World Vision's
overseas
administration
program. He was "impressed"
by the spectacle of world hunger:
700
million
people
are
malnourished, and 15 million die
each year of malnutrition-related
diseases.
"I came to, first of all, see the
hunger situation around the
world and, secondly, wonder if
we are kidding ourselves by
involving ourselves with these
things that relate to child care,
medical work, and so forth.
After all, we are called to
evangelism," Dr. Ward said.
While he mused in fascination,
the religion editor for the Los
Angeles Herald-Examiner told
him, "It's not so much looking
into their faces that gives us our
responsibility, but looking into
this Book," pointing to the'
Bible.
"I began to realize," Dr.
Ward said, "that there's a whole
body of Scripture that commands that you feed the hungry
just because they're hungry, and
you help the sick just because
they're sick."
.
The climax of this burden
came one night while Dr. Ward
drove along a lonely highway in
Florida. He prayed, "Lord, how
can I help the hungry? I'm just
one person, and they're so many.
Ten thousand people a day starve
to death."
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Dr. Ward (center) confers with pastor Falwell and refugee leader Dulal Borpujari
And the Lord seemed to
answer him, "But they die one at
a time. If they die one at a time,
they can be helped one at a
time."
With
that
began
the
organization Food for the
Hungry. Dr. Ward started by
producing some films, pointing

out the hunger problem in the
world and the Christian's
responsibility to do something
about, and he also printed some
brochures. He endeavored to
give the starving peoples "food,
water, and the Word in their own
language."
"We started out just being a

voice," he said, "but then we got
heavily involved in major
disasters, earthquakes and floods
in Nicaragua, Honduras, Iran
and Guatemala. Then, we
decided to be a helping hand in
'self-help' programs."
For instance, he pointed out,
Calcutta, India, according to its
present rate of growth, will have
60 million people by the year
2,000. But, according to Food
for the Hungry Asia director
Dulal Borpujari, "Every flat
rooftop can be a garden. For just
a few cents' worth of nutrients
once a week, whole families
could be fed."

SMITE Team Begins Helping Southeast Asians During Christmas Holidays
A SMITE team of Liberty
Baptist
College
students
departed last Saturday to
minister to the refugees in
Southeast Asia, fulfilling a
promise that Dr. Jerry Falwell
made: "We will help the refugees
now and also help in their future
settlement."
The team will distribute food
for a Christmas dinner to

families in the refugee camps of
Thailand, also blankets will be
given and toys will be given to
the children. But most important, the SMITE team will
sing in the language of the people
and present a gospel service.
Three months ago, Dr. Elmer
Towns, editor of the JournalChampion, and Rev. Roscoe
Brewer, missions director, visited

Southeast Asia on a fact-finding
mission. When Dr. Falwell heard
that report he committed the
energies of the Old-Time Gospel
Hour to raise funds for the
refugees.
When Dr. Falwell committed
his help, the refugees were not an
international issue. Since then
the newspapers and television
have been reporting on the

refugees, specifically covering
the boat people. "We are not
going to the refugee people
because of sensationalism," said
Brewer. "We originally went to
the people who were competely
ignored by the world." Brewer
went on to explain, "We believe
the Holy Spirit led us to help
refugees and now we are hoping
for the media coverage because

they only verify the need."
More than 800,000 Southeast
Asians have fled their homeland
because of the threat of Communism. All of this has come
since America has pulled out of
Vietnam in 1975. According to
the Washington Post, "This
makes one of the greatest
migrations in recent times."
The media- mentions nothing
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1978 IS TRIUMPHANT'FOR MINISTRIES

By BOB HARRIS
Thomas Road Baptist Church
has completed the most "exciting" year in its history, according to Dr. Jerry Falwell.

To be sure, it has known the
tragedy of a near-fatal car accident, but also the overwhelming joy when Charles
Hughes one more returned lo
church and sang "The Church
Triumphant."
Since Jan. 1, 1978, more than
30,000 people have written to the
ministry to say they were born
again by watching The Old-Time
Gospel Hour on television or
listening on the radio. There is
no way of knowing how many
were saved who did not write, yet
pollsters agree that for everyone
who writes, at least 10 made the
same decision but did not write.
This also was a year which saw
the birth of new ministries; an
unprecedented recognition of
Thomas Road and Dr. Falwell by
the secular world; an historic
mark on the morals of American
society; desperate
summit
conferences with the leaders of
Israel and the Arab stales; and
the completion and nearcompletion of buildings which
have transformed
Liberty
Mountain
from
a barren
grassland
to a
bubbling
metropolis of college students.
It began last January and
February. Along with a campaign to reduce moral filth and
profanity on existing TV networks, Dr. Falwell embarked on
a positive thrust to expand the
LBC Television network. By the
end of November more than 600
stations throughout
North
America were broadcasting the
weekly TV program and the daily
radio program, making The OldTime Gospel Hour the largest
syndicated program in existence -secular or sacred.
And there are some radio
stations in selected markets
which choose one of the week's
best programs, rebroadcast it on
Saturdays, then broadcast the
audio version on Sundays, thus
beaming The Old-Time Gospel
Hour lo iheir listeners seven days
a week.
In late February and early
March, Dr. Falwell met with
Anita Bryant and launched the
Clean Up America campaign.
Through this campaign, ballois
were published in newspapers
and magazines and mailed to
hundreds of ' thousands of
American residents. The resulis
of the balloting were then
presented to public officials and
Congressional leaders.
At the same time, Falwell
began, to preach on his TV
program against the evils of

abortion
on
demand,
homosexuality, and over-thecounter sales of pornography.
The results included thousands
of changed lives and salvation
decisions.
But these sermons also won
Dr. Falwell some fame and
notoriety among non-Chrisiians,
who began to speak of "the
electric church" and "media
preachers" and "the age of
evangelicalism."
The first media ouilel lo send
reporters to Lynchburg was the
"Wall Street Journal", which
subsequently came out with a
front-page article on the ministry
in late April.
This was followed by an
appearance on the CBS Evening
News, which had covered lor the
Jirsi lime the annual meeting of
the National Religious Broadcasters in Washington, D.C.
Dr. Falwell also was featured
in cover stories in "Christian
Life" magazine and a new
publication,
"Inspiration"
magazine.
Then, during the summer,
both the ABC" and CBS
Television Networks sent crews
to Lynchburg lo interview the
pastor and learn more about the
church. Subsequent
features
were televised in August on the
ABC World News Tonight and
on Nov. 19 on the Sunday night
CBS "60 Minutes" program.
Though
these
network
telecasts covered evangelicalism
and electric churchism in
general, "Esquire" magazine on
Oct. 10 published an eight-page
feature story lilled "The Next
Billy Graham" which covered
exclusively Dr. Falwell and
Thomas Road.
Falwell flew to California
early in October to speak at a
conference. Whiie in Los
Angeles, Tom Snyder, host of
the NBC Tomorrow Show, asked
for an interview. Falwell subsequently appeared on the
program Oct. 12.
The Clean Up America
campaign also aroused furor
among those who believed thai
homosexuality was an alternate
lifestyle. They began to challenge
Dr. Falwell lo several debates and Dr. Falwell accepted.
One such debate was televised
on a live noon talk slum
throughout New York City
called the"Bill Hoggs Show". On
this program Falwell debated
homosexuality
with a gay
Episcopal priest, Rev. Robert
Herrick, adimnisiiaioi of ihe
National Gay Task Farce.
During 1978, Thomas Road
also became one of the most
generous
mission-oriented
churches in ihe world. During
February and Match, loud For

the

Hungry

International

brought the plight of Haiti to the
attention of Thomas Road.

million. At the same time, it
launched a new publication, a biweekly newspaper called "The
Journal-Champion," which by
December reached a record
circulation of 1.5 million. Its
first issue was datelined May 12.
During April, the editor of
"Inspiration"
magazine
arranged a summit conference
between Israel's.Prime Minister
Mcnachem Begin and Egypt's
President Anwar Sadat and
seven Christian leaders in
America. Dr. Falwell was invited
lo attend.
Throughout the conferences.
Dr., Falwell was so appreciated
that a second conference between
him and Begin was arranged for
late November. During that
historic meeting, the TV team of
The Old-Time Gospel Hour was
in Israel to video-tape il. It will
be aired early in 1979.
The four Lynchburg Christian
Schools - Lynchburg Christian
grateful."
Academy, Thomas Road Bible
Institute, Liberty Baptist College
Thomas Roaders were shocked
and Liberty Baptist Seminary -when they learned that, on a
reached a record enrollment in
preaching engagement on March
August of 3,540 students. The
17, evangelist Charles Hughes
college alone grew by over 20 per
and three others were seriously
cent over last year's figures.
injured in a winter car accident
near Carlisle, Pa. Charles was
This record was made possible
not expected to live more than a
in pan by the largest membership
few days; all four --.including
ever in the 15,000 Club this year.
Mark Lowry, David Musseiman
Because of the scholarship
and Dick Bernier - were in
system in the 15,000 Club, LBC's
intensive care for some lime.
tuition has remained much lower
There w»re some who suggested
ih.in most four-year liberal arts
Dr. and Mrs. Robert Hughes
colleges, public or private.
consider donating Charles' vital .
The ministry last spring gave
organs away.
the go-ahead to private contractors to construct several
Dr. Falwell'was in Michigan ai
buildings on Liberty Mountain
lite time. He flew to Carlisle to
for the LBC campus. Money
visit Charles and his family, then
seemed lo be flowing in .
returned io Lynchburg and on
uninhibited, yet in mid-summer a
Sunday, March 19, preached a
financial crisis did put the
moving sermon on ielevision
ministries several
thousand
titled "Why Christian'Suffer".
dollars in debt.
Charles remained in a coma
To alleviate this, since Dr.
for some six weeks. Yet
Falwell fell committed to. build
thousands of letters and
telephone calls poured into The the buildings on Liberty
Mountain as they are paid for, he
Old lime Gospel Hour. Dr.
Falwell concluded C harles may announced that Sept. 24 would
be a "Miracle Day" with the
become ihe "most prayed-for"
goal of. bringing in on that day
person in lustory. He slowly
alone $5 million.
recovered, and in early July he
"We asked Clod for $5
returned to Thomas
Road
million, and mote than $7
Baptist Church wiih his wife
million came in. for which we
Kathy. He was greeted by a
praise and honor our Lord." Dr.
standing ovation. On -Oct. 26,
lalwell said.
during a Robbie Hiner concert,
In early October, with the
Charles once moie pi cached the
November
elections and a.
stirring essay in song, "The
proposed law to bring parichurch Triumphant."
I he administration arm of ihe muiuel belling lo Virginia
coining up. Dr. Falwell launched
Old lime Ciospel Hotii had
anoiher campaign. He published
grown so rapidly tliai the
brochures, preached a special
mmisiiy leased ihe old Shoppers
sermon, appeared on radio
I aii building on 1 anghoine
Road in 1 ynchburg. in I ebiuary, progiams to debate the issue,
and, when the returns came in
which became ihe eight-hour-aNov. 7, he was able to say:
day home of some MX) I hoinas
"We were .able with God's
Road staff uicmbeis.
help lo stop legalized gambling
Ihe
media
depaiinienl
from coming into ihe state of
boosted the circulation ol the
Virginia." He also aided a battle
existing bi-monthly magazine
in Florida against
casino
"Faith Aflame" 10 nearly two

From those months on Dr.
Falwell decided lo move in on a
land thai was starving to death
physically as well as spiritually.
"God helped us to put hundreds of thousands of pounds of
food there this year, as well as
missionaries," Dr. Falwell told
his TV audience, "and to build
some schools and a vocational
institute and a Bible institute."
Through Mr. and Mrs.
Wallace Turnbull and Antoinc
Alexis, missionaries sent to Haiti
from Liberty Baptist College, the
work goes on. Thanks to the
generous offerings of supporters
around the world, Thomas Road
is able to support
these
missionaries
with
several
thousand dollars per month.
"It's raining there some this
year now, and the crops arc
coming in," Dr. Falwell said.
"Thank God, starvation as it
once was experienced there no
longer
exists, and
we're

*

gambling and a proposed law
extending
privileges
to
homosexuals.
Dr. Falwell. also pledged his
support to .state -Senator John
Briggs of California to help pass
Proposition 6, which would have
prohibited
flaunting
homosexuals from teaching in
public schools. The measure was
defeated, but by a narrow
margin. .
' In late October missions
-director Roscoe Brewer and Dr.
Elmer Towns traveled to
Thailand to assess the plight of
some 130,000 refugees from
Communist lands living in some
13 camps. They returned to
launch another large missionary
project to help the refugees. Dr.
Falwell showed films taken in
Thailand during a special sermon
he preached on television on
Dec. 3, titled, "Mai Lee and the
Slaughter of a Gentle People."
Also in October, the Thomas
Road Bible Institute and the
Liberty Home Bible Insitute
changed names and curriculums.
They announced a merger into
the Liberty Bible Institute and
added a third year Christian
education-oriented curriculum.
At the same time, the home Bible
institute
-the
Bibje
correspondence arm -- reached a
record enrollment of 7,000
fulltime students.
The institute announced a goal
of 500 residence arid 10,000
fulltime students by next fall.
With the installation this year
• of a toll-free 800 telephone
number, ihe ministry received
thousands of. calls requesting
information on the schools and
desiring to join the.15,000 Club.
Since Jan. I, The Old-Time
Gospel Hour has mailed more
than 2.5 million "Jesus Firs;"
lapel pins throughout the United
States and Canada. .
Finally, there are the buildings
on Liberty Mountain. Actually,
18 months ago there was not a
single building on the mountain.
Right now, as contractors are
finishing up a gymnasium, a
classroom building and a couple
of dormitories, some 20 building
have been erected, and they are
all paid for.'•••
"We're broke, but tbank.GpjJ.
we've been able to pay as we've
built," Dr. Falwell said.
"It has been a wonderful and a
glorious year and we're asking
God now, as we look out into
1979, that this next year will be
the greatest ever," the worldfamous pastor added.
The year 1979 is being called
" I h e Year of the Faith Partn e r ' . "We're asking God to give
us hundreds of thousands of
Faith Partners who will stand
with us in prayer and financial
support to help us get the gospel
of Christ out to the world,"
Falwell said.

of Communism when they tell
the story of the refugees. Because
of their liberal orientation, we
would expect a soft approach to
any socialistic government.
However, after being in the
refugee camps. Dr. Towns notes,
"Most of the refugees are
seeking
freedom
and
safety..:they are running away
from Communism." He noted,
"We wish the media told why
refugees are fleeing."
Malaysia and Thailand are two
of the free countries in Southeast
Asia where most of the refugees
are . fleeing. The Communist
controlled countries of Laos,
Cambodia and Vietnam are the
places from which the refugees
are fleeing. The cover-up job by
the media is mentioned by Dr.
Falwell on television. Dr. Towns
went on to explain, "If our
government
officials
knowledged the atrocities of
Communism, they might change
their attitude in dealing with
Russia and China."
The statistic that should
concern the world most is
unknown. Countless thousands
have died, before reaching
freedom. And then freedom is
usually nothing more than a
packed refugee camp. A pastor
in Nong Kai told Dr. Towns,
"At least we are alive and away
from Communism."
Many died in the mine traps as
they escaped Cambodia or were
shot by border guards. Also,
countless numbers have been lost
at sea. The danger is great,
especially now in the Monsoon
season, (he frail boats of the
refugees cannot stand the raging
waves of the lurbulent sea. And
they are drowned without notice
of the world.
. The plight of the "boat
people" has been featured in the
media, and as a result,
representatives from about 40
countries gathered in Geneva this
past week to try to settle the
future of the thousands stranded
in the refugee camps. The
problem is thai the frail economy

of Southeastern nations cannot
lake the influx into their
population. There are no jobs,
there is no land, nor is there
finance to feed them.
On top of this, the Malaysian
officials during a recent visit to
Washington noted ihe increased
hostilities between the Vietnamese and the local population.
According to ' the officials,
Malaysian families are being
uprooted to make room for
receiving the overcrowded
refugees. While the authorities
deny the fact of racism, outsiders
believe that their concern is the
delicate balance between Indians, Chinese and Malays.
It is difficult for Americans to
realize the animosity between rhe
different South China nations.
Even though they are.all "yellow
people"
to
the
average
American, one official noted,
"To get to the heart of the ethnic
feelings, you don't change
history o v e r n i g h t . "
These
nations have had animosity for
thousands of years..
Dr. Jerry Falwell and Dr.
Larry Ward of Food For the
Hungry, have conceived of a
plan to relocate refugees in South
American countries. As Falwell
noted, "Perhaps God has given
to the church of Jesus Christ an
idea to solve the refugee problem
that even the government officials could not conceive."
The Old-Time Gospel Hour
will immediately move 10
families to South America. Their
relocation will demonstrate the
practicality of the project. It is
then
hoped
that
other
humanitarian organizations will
become involved in the project.
Roads are already being built
and homes are being prepared
for l he refugees.
The SMITE team will spend 10
days on board the Mercy Ship
ministering to the boat people.
In addition to Towns and
Brewer, Doug Achilles pf
SMITE and Miss Carolyn Wemp
will make the trip. A film crew of
Tony Black and Mike Korpi will
again photograph the project for
a report on Ihe Old-Time Gospel
Hour.

The
principle
involves
"making the best use of what
God has given us," Dr. Ward
said, and through this he believes
the entire world population can
be fed and not go hungry.
Consequently, Food for the
Hungry
is not a relief
organization. It works through
existing organizations, including
local churches like Thomas Road
Baptist Church, to not only
eliminate the present hunger
problem but also teach the
people to keep feeding themselves.
"We work primarily through
the Christian on the scene," and
hence Food for the Hungry
employs only seven full-time
staff members with an additional
overseas staff of 35.
As Dr. Ward reminisces about
his organization, he marvels at
"the miracle of God's timing" in
providing help for the hungry
and disaster-scourged. In 1971,
as the first signs of famine hit the
northwest frontier of Haiti, Dr.
Ward asked himself, "Where
would Jesus want me to go?"
Instantly, Haiti came to his
mind. "Miraculously," as Dr.
Ward related, he met missionary
pilot Paul Hartford, who agreed
to fly him to Haiti with tons of
food and seed.
The miracles continued. In
1972, Food for the Hungry went
to Bangladesh; in 1973, to
Honduras; in 1974, to Africa; in
1975, to assist starving refugees
as the North Vietnamese took
over all of Indochina.
In 1976, Dr. Ward remembered being told by a man from
Guatemala, "We never have any
earthquakes in Guatemala."
Nonetheless, Food for the
Hungry felt burdened to ship
75,000 tons of food to that
Central American country,
which arrived the day before one
of the most destructive quakes in
modern history.

SlKI'KISi: FRKSKN T-Dr. A. Pierre Guillermin was startled by the Liberty
Baptist College student body during chapel last week with the presentation of a
video tape recorder and a gold watch. At right is Mrs. Gillennin.

Christian Teachers Deny John Todd

STS CAUTIONED OP
By RUTH TOMCZAK

and ELMER L.TOWNS

In a day and time when men are fearful and insecure, there are a multitude of voices decrying life's
ills and proposing solutions.
Christians are scripturally commanded to "believe
not every spirit, but try the spirits whether they are of
God: because many false prophets are gone out into
the world."
A man named John Todd has suddenly come to
the forefront, presenting a gripping message that is
rapidly spreading across the country.
Todd claims to have been born into a family deeply
involved in witchcraft. While in the service he
supposedly killed an American soldier but was
supposedly awarded an honorable discharge and
released through the help of an American senator
and congressman.
Todd claims to have been a member of the
Illuminati. He also claims to have been trained by the
Chairman of the Druid Council of Thirteen (the most
powerful authority of witches). He states that when
he became a member of that council, over 90 per cent
of the politicians in his area received finances from
him.
Today Todd is traveling and speaking among
fundamental churches, predicting a coming financial
collapse in 1979 and a revolution attempt inspired by
the occult. He is warning Christians to hoard food,
to flee to mountain retreats for protection, and to
purchase guns to kill those who attempt to harm their
families for whatever reason.
Todd bases his prophecy on the theory that there is
an Illuminati that has gained control of the financial
world. He believes that it was formed in witchcraft,
that agents invaded freemasonry and influenced
Communism. These form a conspiracy against the
church, states Todd.
Todd's message is one of doom, a message that
urges Christians to monastically retreat from the
world.
His message is an unscriptural and deceitful at-

tempt to rob the church of Jesus Christ of its vibrant
joy, its aggressive soul-winning, and its trust in God.
John Todd has made vicious accusations against
church leaders. He states that charismatic pastor
Ralph Wilkerson of Melodyland received money
from him, that Chuck Smith of Calvary Chapel
received millions from him and that Bob Jones
University received money from the Masons. Todd
emphatically states that President Jimmy Carter was
chosen by the Illuminati to be the world leader. Many
other ridiculous charges could also be listed here.
There are at least eight reasons why Christians
should reject the ministry of John Todd. It remains
to be seen whether he is a deluded Christian, an
under-cover witch or is a man with tremendous
psychological problems or extreme naivety. The
reader is invited to examine the following:
1. John Todd's statements are not true. Answering
the charge that Todd gave him money, Pastor Ralph
Wilkerson replied, "I can fully assure you that this
man has lied in stating that he has given a large check
to me or Melodyland."
Pastor Chuck Smith preaches to more than 20,000
people each week at Calvary Chapel of Costa Mesa,
California. Concerning the statements regarding
himself, he replied, "John Todd in his declaration
that Calvary Chapel, or Maranatha Productions, or
Maranatha Music, or myself personally, or any
associate of mine has ever at any time received any
amount of money from him - $4 million, $8 million,
or any other ambling-- is an absolute total lie." He
continues, "It would be easy for him to prove his
allegations with cancelled checks." In a recent letter,
Smith denied other Todd allegations and Anally
concluded, "John Todd is an unmitigated liar, a
deceiver, a divider within the body of Christ, and
needs to be exposed."
Todd claims to have been sued by various
organizations because of his hard preaching that
accuses them of witchcraft. Chuck Fromm, president
of Maranatha Music, counters Todd's claim, "We
did not at any time sue Todd and certainly did not
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editorial
DECEMBER 22. 1978

A No-Growth America?
The New Year is usually a time for an optimistic
look at the future. People usually make New Year's
Resolutions and they expect the new year to be better
than the last. They expect growth in business and
growth in the economy. They desire a larger salary, a
bigger home and a general advancement in life.
But we are disturbed at the no-growth trend in
America. And we wonder why Americans are
becoming pessimistic? What has happened to
American optimism?
The no-growth trend is evident first in population
growth. Consider the introduction of birth-control
techniques several years ago. While they have some
place, it nevertheless slowed down population growth
and was predictive of more population control
techniques in the future.
Abortion-on-demand has also contributed to
zero-population, tied to the trend in the women's
liberation movement. The women's lib has downplayed the family because they do not want children
to interfere with their jobs or their freedom.
Finally, the homosexual threat is another onslaught to population growth. Obviously, the
relationship of one gay to another is sterile. They
cannot produce children. Any one of these trends is
serious, but considered together, the population will
slow down and the trend serious.
The business community is also slowing down.
Higher taxes are taking a bigger bite out of profits
and expansion. As the tax levy grows, business men
have less and less to stimulate new business. Congress
buried the Kemp-Roth Bill that would have cut individual income taxes by one-third over a three year
period and reduced corporate levies. The bill would
have produced a surge of new business that would
have come from the incentives generating enough
production to counter the inflationary impact.
Along with taxes, strangling bureaucratic controls have kept businessmen from beginning new
companies or expanding those already in existence.
Most businesses are "hanging on" rather than
aggressively expanding their market. Again the
pessimistic no-growth attitude is prevelant.
We are disturbed with environmentalists who
have halted construction of several nuclear power
plants. They used the snail darter fish to hinder
progress on the Tellico Dam across the little Tennessee River. And now ecologists disagree among

themselves on the validity of scientific listings and
findings. Without solid scientific data they are
creating irritating obstacles in the growth of the
nation.
Certain people want America to reduce defense
spending. They feel we have enough protection or
there is no need of strong deterent or we do not have
the money to spend. In any case, the "negative"
voices are carrying the vote. So we have cancelled
nuclear aircraft carriers, stopped production on the
B-l Bomber, backed down on production of the
neutron bomb and gave away the Panama Canal.
Our nation does not even have dreams as some of
the politicians challenged us in the past. President
Roosevelt introduced us to New Deal, President
Kennedy brought in the New Frontiers and President
Johnson challenged us to the Great Society. As much
as we disagree with aspects of these programs, at
least they had plans and were enthusiastically attacking the future.
The pessimistic mood of the nation has influenced the church. It seemed that a decade ago
fundamentalists were progressively making plans to
capture their towns for Christ. Pastors were buying
busses and constructing new buildings. They were
setting attendance goals. They believed the future
belonged to those who were courageous enough to
plan for it.
Now we see a no-growth attitude among some
churches. One aggressive soul-winner is now more
concerned with deeper life preaching than visitation.
Another pastor sold his buses and has gone off on a
"second degree separation" tangent. Yet another
pastor advocates that Christians buy mountain
retreats for the coming food riots. Still others have
withdrawn into Landmarkism or Ruckmanism.
We are as optimistic as the promises of God. But
we are still realists. Everything will not always work
and there will be rainy days. When we look at our
circumstances, they do not always go right. Some
economists are predicting a recession in 1979. But we
are not fearfui. "God has not given us a spirit of
fear." Even when the Christian is scored on in the
first quarter of the game, God has promised He will
ultimately win the game. All things will work
together for good to those who love God. The
promise of God, the indwelling of Christ and the
power of the Holy Spirit make us all optimistic for
1979. Happy New Year.

Becoming Someone
Adolescence is a very difficult period of life. It
carries with it the major task of "becoming someone."
Therefore, it could be said that adolescence is a
continuing period of becoming somebody.
The process involves spurts, jerks and momentary
setbacks at various levels and stages. Recently a large
metropolitan police department listed 12 ways to raise
a delinquent child. Because of this department's extreme exposure to the end result, delinquency, I believe
they are a qualified source. Here are the 12 "How
To's." Ask yourself how many are applicable to you!
1) Begin with infancy to give the child everything
he wants. He will then grow up to believe the world
owes him a living.
2) When he picks up bad words, laugh. This will
make him think he's cute. It will also encourage him to
pick up cuter phrases that will blow off the top of your
head later.
3) Never give him any religious training. Wait
until he is 21 and then let him decide for himself.
(Don't be surprised if he decides to be "nothing.")
4) Avoid the use of the word "wrong." It might
develop a guilt complex. This will condition him to
believe later, when he is arrested for shoplifting or
stealing a car, that society is against him and he is
being persecuted.

5) Pick up everything he leaves lying around his books, shoes and clothing. Do everything for him
so he will become experienced irt throwing all
responsibility on others.
6) Let him read any printed matter he can lay his
little hands on. Make sure the silverware and glasses
are sterilized but allow his mind to feast on garbage.
7) Have plenty of knockdown, drag-out fights in
the presence of your children. Then, after you are
divorced, they will not be surprised.
8) Give the child all the spending money he
wants. Never let him earn his own. Why should HE
have things as tough as YOU had them?
9) Satisfy his every craving for food, drink and
comfort. See to it that his every sensual desire is
gratified. Childhood should be FUN! Denial may lead
to harmful frustration.
10) Take his part against neighbors, playmates,
friends, teachers and policemen. They are all
prejudiced against your child.
11) When he gets into real trouble apologize for
yourself by saying, "I never could do a thing with
him."
12) Prepare for a life of grief. You are apt to have
it.
-WALLY MAJOR

withdraw a suit when Todd told us that such a suit
would confirm his allegations. The Calvary Chapel
choir director was not given two checks for $4 million
each. Calvary Chapel has no choir and no choir
director."
We must quickly add that we do not agree with the
charismatic position of these men, nor do we endorse
all contemporary music forms evidenced in these
churches, but we do contend that no one has the right
to make venomous charges which are not true against
any man. Christians are married to truth because
Christ, the Truth, indwells them (John 14:6). The
Scripture, which is the Christian's standard, is the
Truth (John 17:17).
The allegations which John Todd makes against
Dr. Bob Jones are heinous lies.
2. John Todd has been disciplined by a fundamental local church.
Faith Baptist Church of Canoga Park, California,
voted John Todd out of its membership. On March
3, 1976, John Todd taught a class on witchcraft. The
church board spoke to Todd about this matter, and
he claimed he taught the class during a period of
back-sliding. The deacons presented statements made
by Todd on tapes of the classes. These statements
were confirmed lies. On a recommendation by the
deacons, Sunday, May 28, 1978, Faith Baptist
Church voted unanimously to remove John Todd
from church membership and to remove their endorsement of his ministry.
3. John Todd preaches an alarmist message.
Recently the United Press International carried a
story about a Baptist church in Zionsville, Indiana.
The headlines blared, "Zionsville Baptist prepares
for final war with witches." By including historic,
fundamental Christian doctrines with his witchcentered message, Todd convinced the Indiana
Christians to stock-pile three months to a year's
supply of food against a coming shut-down of food
delivery in the United States. He urged church
members to arm themselves with handguns,
shotguns, and rifles in order to defend themselves
against the coming witches uprising.
After hearing John Todd, John Beckett, president
of Intercessors for America, said, "His meetings
were very 'heavy,' lacking any semblance of joy,
hope, or even optimism that the Lord has things
under control. It was more like Satan has the trump
cards, and we'd better get ready - not for spiritual
battle, but retreat, self-defense and survival."
The church is to be an advancing army. The Great
Commission commands Christians to "go" and
preach the Gospel in all the world. Satan is the prince
of this earth, but every Christian knows that "greater
is he that is in you, than he that is in the world" (I
John 4:4). Christians do not minimize the fact of
demons or occultism, or the destruction caused by
groups like the Moonies, TM, Peoples Temple, and a
hundred other pseudo-religious cults, but neither do
they face the world with a pessimistic message. The
Christian's message is one of hope. Todd's message
is one of doom which discourages soul-winning and
church building4. John Todd"s philosophical foundation is the
Illuminati.
John Todd preaches that there is an ultra-secret
organization that ties together every form of
ungodliness and filthiness into one all-inclusive
strategy to take over the world and usher in the
antichrist. According to Todd, this organization is
the Illuminati. He claims to have been on the "inside" of the vast conspiracy but escaped to warn an
unsuspecting world. He says the Illuminati was
begun in 1776 and was demon-witch inspired. He
claims it includes the Rothschilds, plus the families of
the Rockefellers, Du Ponts, and Kennedys. To this is
tied the banks of the world and the largest corporations. The influence of the witchcraft-inspired
Illuminati is traced to freemasonry and the Communist party.
Todd believes that virtually everything that is
happening -- politically, socially, economically, and
spiritually - is engineered by the Illuminati. Todd
has set himself up as a prophet. He says that the
churches should take his message seriously and
follow the actions that he prescribes.
We do not believe that there is an all-inclusive
organization called the Illuminati that controls the
world. There was an organization by this name
founded in 1776. Historical data does reveal that
Adam Weishaupt, the founder, taught socialism and
desired control of his country. But history shows that
this organization was crushed.
Todd and others trace the Illuminati to
freemasonry and finally to Communism. They claim
that the entire Communist movement is witchinspired. Let us consider the following points: 1.
There has been no empirical data (primary sources)
regarding the Illuminati in the past 150 years. 2.
There is little evidence that the original Illuminati
was in fact a witch-oriented society. 3. There has
been no provable tie of the Illuminati to freemasonry
or Communism.
John Todd confuses men and women by mixing
both truth and error in his message. He includes such
truths as these: 1. There is evil (the mystery of
iniquity) that is working in the world. Satan, the god
of this world, tempts men through the lust of the
flesh, the lust of the eyes, and the pride of life. 2.
There is demon-possession, and there are witches in
this world who are agents of the devil. 3. Communism is a Satan-inspired godless system that is
bent on destroying Christianity and America. 4.
Freemasonry is not Christian, and there is no
salvation in its message. 5. America is drifting
toward Socialism and thus ultimately toward
Communism. This drift is not inspired by a political
conspiracy but is motivated by the sinful desires of
men and the influence of Socialism in university
faculties, in politics, and in the liberal-oriented
media.
Todd sees the Illuminati poking up its head in
politics and other events and attributes this to a direct
influence of witches. We know that Satan influences
the thoughts of men. "Wherein in times past ye
walked according to the course of this world, according to the prince of the power of the air, the
spirit that now worketh in the children of
disobedience" (Ephesians 2:2). The battle is
spiritual, and Satan does indeed go about as a
roaring lion seeking whom he may devour. We do
not, however, agree with John Todd in his rash,

exaggerated message.
5. John Todd's message is dominated by an obsession with satanic powers.
If Christians were to follow the preaching of John
Todd, the church would return to the Dark Ages
where a demon was believed to be behind every
church pillar. Medieval art is filled with demons,
devils, and pictures of hell. God is painted in
judgment, angry with the devil and his thousands of
angels.
Followers of Todd imply that when Jesus died on
the cross it was due to the fact that the devil caught
Him and tortured Him. This heresy is called the
payment to Satan theory. We know and believe that
Jesus died as a substitute for sinners and that the
payment was not to Satan. The phrase
"propitiation" means satisfaction, and the blood of
Jesus satisfied the wrath of God against sin, hence,
forgiving sinners and reconciling them to God. The
Father bruised Christ (Isaiah 53:10), and the price
was paid to Him.
The followers of Todd also make hell a place
where demons torture those who will not receive
Christ. We believe demons will be in hell, but they
will be suffering along with those who reject Christ.
6. John Todd urges Christians to consider murder.
A basic tenet of John Todd's is that Christians
should purchase guns to protect themselves in the
coming days of food-riots and rebellions inspired by
the occult. We believe a person has the right to
protect himself and his family, but John Todd
creates a dangerous situation when he exhorts
Christians to kill people to defend their.faith. The
history of Christian martyrs counters this teaching.
7. John Todd confuses Bible teaching regarding
the Second Coming.
The Bible teaches that there will be world-wide
persecution of the believers after the rapture of the
church. It appears that John Todd has confused the
events of the Tribulation with those of the Church
Age. The verses referring to people fleeing to the
mountains for refuge from persecution refer to the
seven years of the Tribulation. The antichrist will be
revealed during the Tribulation, and yet Todd
identified President Carter as possibly the antichrist.
We believe that the coming of Jesus Christ is
imminent; yet we do not set dates or identify personalities. This is unscriptural. There are indications
that the rapture of the church of Jesus Christ is near:
1. Israel's return to the land, 2. the emergence of an
ecumenical church (Revelation 17), 3. the population
explosion, 4. the knowledge explosion.
It is well to call attention to the soon coming of
Jesus Christ, but we also believe a revival can happen
before that event. The Holy Spirit will not be taken
out of the world until the rapture. Therefore,
Christians must not retreat, but rather build
aggressive, soul-winning churches.
8. John Todd's logic is faulty.
World events are discouraging. We see a wavering
stock market, America being taken off a gold
standard, liberals trying to rid America of gun
possession, oppressive unionism and strikes, leaders
who make concessions to Communism on SALT I,
and give-aways such as the Panama Canal. We agree
that these are serious and very real maladies. Todd
sees these events as the result of a cause - the
Illuminati. When asked for proof of the existence of
the Illuminati, he confuses cause and effect. Instead
of giving primary sources - letters, minutes, or
documentation of the Illuminati - he again observes
world events or effects. He argues in a circle.
There is no doubt that our adversary, the devil, has
blinded the eyes of the majority of the people in the
world. Todd, however, is an extremist to claim that
all the evils of Satan are centralized in a human
movement. Todd has set himself above the thrust of
historic Protestantism. He has set himself above
respected conservative leaders, and discredits every
Christian organization except his own. He says his
life is in constant danger 'from his previous
relationships with the Illuminati. If, however, the
Illuminati is as all-encompassing as he claims, why
have they been so amiss in assassinating him?
As Christians, our eyes are to be on Jesus Christ.
He has promised us spiritual victory (II Corinthians
2:14); He has promised to take care of all our
material needs (Matthew 6:31-34); He has promised
to be with us (Matthew 28:10); He has promised us
that He will come again for us (John 14:1,2). But He
has also said that we would experience opposition
(John 15:20), and that some Christians would be
killed (John 16:2). No matter what the future holds,
our trust is in the Lord, for we know that "all things
work together for good to them that love God."
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$126,900 PLEDGED FOR MOUNTAIN

Gil Douglas 'Finds'
Career In Missions

Lancaster, Pa., Honors LBC

"BIMI's philosophy is to start
7; Oil Douglas, his wife and two
dhildren are moving t o A n n a church in an area and, after it is
self-supporting, use it t o start
Arbor, Michigan, in June to start
another church and turn it over
a new career as missionaries.
to the local pastor," said Gil,
Oil, an electrician for Thomas
who plans t o have five weeks o f
Road Baptist Church," LynBible study in his home in Ann
chburg, was saved Jan. 22, 1967,
Arbor as he recruits people " w h o
.at a home mission church in
are not members o f any church"
Battle Creek, Mich. N o w , he has
to start a new church.
-been called into home missions.
Between now and June Gil will
/ "The pastor at that church
continue working fulltime and,
.always said if he were t o start
in his spare time, will g o on
another church, he'd like for it to
deputation to raise support as a
.be In Ann Arbor because o f the
home missionary. He is a former
need there. But the Lord called
director o f special education at
him to California and me to Ann
TRBC and a third grade boys
Arbor," said Oil, who attended
Sunday School teacher.
l i b e r t y Baptist College in 1971
. d u r i n g its first year a n d
Gil may be contacted through
graduated from Thomas Road
BIMI or at Route 6, Box 4 9 ,
Bible Institute in 1975.
Madison Heights, Va., 24572.
;. Did* Gil come t o Lynchburg
..with the intention o f becoming a
missionary? "I moved my family
:
t o Lynchburg because I wanted
to learn more about the Bible. I
found the Bible institute could
, give me the training I needed,
and I had n o intentions o f
becoming a missionary,"
"'' Although Gil did not "plan"
' t o become a missionary, he was
-willing to follow God's plan for
his life. Then, in 1976 after
graduating from TRBI, he
realized G o d calling him into
'' missions and his heart became
'•burdened for his home state o f
Michigan.
,",. Gil's philosophy for starting
. churches is like that o f the
mission board h e is under,
'• Baptist International Missions
.Incorporated.
A >

.: I A Victory Memorial service
« w a s held for Dr. Charles Ed' wards Nov. 27 at the Edgewood
Baptist Church, Orlando, Fla.
' ' with Jim Murphey, pastor.
*>.'[ Dr. Edwards preached his last
y sermon at Edgewood Baptist o n
I Sunday night, Nov. 19. He was
founder o f Christian Life
- Seminars Inc. and, along with his
ai wife Evelyn, had taken this
. ministry into many churches
}, .across the country. His strong
preaching and dedication to the
' : Word of God, coupled with his
'compassionate
counseling,
endeared him to all who knew
him.
Among those who took part in
1
the service were: Jim Murphey,
pastor, Edgewood Baptist,
II Orlando, F l a . ; D r . George
Overby, • president o f Freedom
. University, Orlando, F l a . ; M . O .
Wright, pastor o f Key West
Baptist Temple, Key West, Fla.;
Raymond Crocker, pastor o f
jr., Palmetto Avenue Baptist
:, Church, Sanford, Fla.; Dr. Cecil
.'. Hodges, pastor of Bible Baptist
Church, Savannah,
Dr.
^American.
Memorial Ga.;
..Church,
.!
''-'Michiel'rodtor,
pastor
of
All
Hollywood, Fla.; Dr. Arthur
Estes, pastor of Victory Baptist
!•: Church, Jacksonville, Fla.; Bob
Shotts, pastor of New Testament
Baptist Church, Monroe, N.C.
fat Special music was provided by
Weldon and Betty Jo Smith of
Ocala, Fla. and Clyde Burns of
Bradenton, Fla.
<-.f.
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Dr. Falwell interviewed by Gene Schenck.

Hosts welcome Dr. Falwell, Don Norman and LBC group in Lancaster.

Memorial
Service

718 ATTEND COLLEGE BANQUET
The Liberty Baptist College
Christmas Banquet was
tremendous, as was guest
speaker Charles "Tremendous"
Jones, the nationally renowned
success-oriented speaker.
The Banquet, held Dec. 11 at
the Roanoke Civic Center
Exhibitional Hall, is LBC's most
traditional annual affair, having
begun in 1971, the year LBC was
founded. This year's banquet
was attended by 718 people, 100
more than the highest total to
ever attend an LBC banquet,
director of student affairs Lamar
Keener said.

held charge of decorations and
served as hostess along with
sophomore Ronda Katterheinrich and seniors Patti Lay
and Debbie Seneff.
(
Some of the decorations were
borrowed from the Living
Christmas Tree production.
Fun was not without a feast
provided by AMI Catering of
Roanoke. The varied menu
included ham, turkey, whipped
potatoes, string beans, vegetable
and fruit salads, rice pudding
and more.
Another banquet is being
planned for the spring.

Special music was provided by
Moore and Moore, a husbandwife team who travelled two
years with Re'Generation and
who currently work out of the
Re'Generation
office
in
Nashville, Tenn. Dr. Ed Hindson
and LBC professor Phil Pantana
added spice to the evening with a
comical Christmas story skit.
The LBC Student Government
Association sponsored the
Christmas banquet under the
direction of SGA president
Daniel Henderson who was
assisted by Rick Scharmann.
LBC sophomore Lesa Sumner

For Sale by Owner
New energy efficient rustic style custom built home located
minutes from LBC campus area. Three bedrooms, two
baths, full basement, two car garage. Bold rock wall with
wood burning stove. Located on 1.63 very private,
heavily wooded acres with beautiful view. Assumable loan
Price $58,750. Call 239-0326 for an appointment.

Ladies'
Fellowship

The Christmas Thomas Road
Ladies
Fellowship meeting Dec.
\o 4 was more
than festive decor,
fine food, and holiday handcrafts.
It was an unusual program
at. featuring a special Christmas
package by speaker Mrs. Celeste
W e m p w h o unwrapped gifts o f
"righteousness, justification, the
Holy Spirit and spiritual gifts
that are contained in the package
a person receives when he
receives Christ.
Ill
LBC student Sam Snyder, son
of A l and Evelyn Snyder, sang
" O Holy Night." T h e Stone
Sisters, daughters o f Dr. and
Mrs. Maurice Stone, provided a
musical presentation o f singing,
acting and the violin. Other
-music w a s provided b y J o y
Pantana, Sharon Overcast and
Scottie Hillis.
Mrs. Delores Moon, wife o f
* : T R B C assistant pastor Dr. Jim
M o o n , led invocation and
suggested gift-giving that doesn't
cost money. " Y o u can give your
&
time, a smile, a word o f encouragement and love," she
said.
A special guest who came t o
"sit back and enjoy" the evening
with his wife, Macel, was Dr.
Jerry Falwell. T h e ladies
fellowship, he said, "has added a
new and very healthy dimension
to the overall ministry o f the
church making available t o our
ladies a place to get acquainted,
to get involved."
Dr. Falwell told the women he
appreciates their prayer support,
and h e singled o u t Charles
Hughes' recovery as the highlight
of the year. This was an instance
where prayer was responsible for
G o d saving a boy a n d his
ministry, he said.
A s at all ladies fellowship
meetings, books such as "Spirit
Controlled W o m a n " by Beverly
LaHaye were available for
check-out on a monthly basis.
The service was one o f great
victory a n d encouragement.
Each speaker spoke o f continuing t o 'Tight the good fight
• <<0 I
of faith" as Dr. Edwards had so
courageously done. Mrs. Edwards.' one wish was that "Christ
be glorified in everything."

When you go to buy a clock,
Get more than the time of day.
ONLY A FEW LEFT!
Height
is a tall 75 ft
inches.

Fine
Furniture
cabinein:

Your name
engraved in
brays—free.

Full
Weslminslei
chimes.

Fine
West German'
movement with

brass.weight
shells

I

T h e next T R B C Ladies
Fellowship meeting is 7 p . m .
Jan. 8 at Lynchburg Christian
Academy.

Go to a clock specialist Come to
us Which meang. we must keep
. a. Dig variety ol them on hand
Plenty ol Howard Miller grandfathers
At our store, you don t have
to pick your clock out ol a catalog And it you ask a Question,
we can answer it without writing
the lactor,
In short, you get more than
the lime or day
You get our full clock service

become the
original owner
of a future
antique.
'We'll even put
yourname'onit.
Masmn) T<5*~ "
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X Howard Miller
Clock Co.
Your name in brass on this
elegant heirloom, alongside
the official registration •
plate. Extra thoughtfulness
offered only by Howard
Miller. Come in and see our
complete line.
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The Clock Shop in
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Eight people accepted Christ,
many more rededicated their
lives to the Lord, and people
pledged $126,900 to Liberty
Mountain buildings at a banquet
seminar held Nov. 30 in Lancaster, Pa., by Dr. Jerry Falwell.
Dr. Falwell, accompanied by
Old-Time Gospel Hour staff
members Don Norman, Dr.
Glenn Sumrall, Chuck Ross,
Gordon Luff and the LBC
Chorale, also was interviewed by
television commentator Gene
Schenck of WGAL-TV.
Asked about his views toward
the recent Peoples Temple incidents in Jonestown, Guyana,
Dr. Falwell said he feels Jim
Jones was demon-possessed and
thereby had supernatural
powers. He said he believes that
no human power could have
convinced the people there to
follow him in such an unbelievable mass suicide.
"How do cults like that get
started?" Schenck asked.
Dr. Falwell said Jones seemed
to be "quite taken with himself," that he was "very
egotistical and power-crazed."
The Lynchburg pastor said he
believes Jones had a God-given
charisma but used that charisma
for bad rather than good.
"There are others on the scene
at this time who have the same
powers that Jones had and are
capable of leading the same kind
of event that occurred at
Jonestown, Guyana," Falwell
said.
- Asked if he thinks this is a sign
of society today, Falwell said
people are quick to follow a man
rather than following God. "Our
faith should not be in a person,
but rather in Christ," he said.
Dick Regan, Old-Time Gospel
Hour Pennsylvania representative, and Mr. and Mrs.
Christopher Lapp, co-owners of
the Good and Plenty Restaurant,
where the banquet was to be
held, warmly greeted the Lynchburg party at the airport.

PASTORS!
You can have 20 issues
of the Journal-Champion
sent t o your church twice
a month for only $4.00
monthly.
Write t o :
Journal-Champion
Circulation Dept.
P.O. B o x 1111
Lynchburg, Va. 24505

Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Hershey,
also co-owners, helped the Lapps
provide the facilities and all the
food for some 540 people who
attended the banquet that
evening, and they did so at no
cost to the Old-Time Gospel
Hour.
After arriving, Dr. Falwell
stopped by to visit with Dan
Harley, a graduate of Thomas
Road Bible Institute, who is now
pastor of the Lancaster Baptist
Temple. Then. Lapp led the

party on a tour of the
surrounding Pennsylvania Dutch
country, showing them Amish
farms which use no electricity or
modern tractors and machinery,
a Model A automobile parts and
service dealer and a wagon repair
shop in Bird-in-Hand, Pa.
Dinner was served family style
and the menu included ham,
turkey, fried corn, green beans,
mashed potatoes, dressing,
gravy, home-made apple butter,
cranberry relish, and bread.

Desserts included cracker
pudding, shoo fly pie,
huckleberry pie with ice cream,
and Jello.
After the dinner the LBC
Chorale sang several songs and
Dr. Falwell spoke.

Dr. Falwell expressed his
appreciation to Regan, who
spent many hours assisting in the
planning of the banquet.
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A t t o r n e y - A t - Law
Call 117-1658
For Appointment
The Journal Champion expressses
thanks to advertisers and encourages
readers to patronize these businesses.

TIRED OF
THE ORDINARY?
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Mrs. Hogan Gives Personal Touch To TRBC
Pastor's Office, Is 24-Hour Investment In Others
By WANDA WATSON
"Hello, Dr. Falwell'soffice."
Approximately 200 callers to
Thomas Road Church hear that
friendly greeting each week.
The voice belongs to Dr.
Falwell's private secretary, Mrs.
Jeanctte Hogan.
After 13 years service as
personal secretary to the busy
pastor, the warm greeting has
never grown cold.
Mrs. Hogan and her family
first visited TRBC in 1958, two
years after Dr. Falwell started
the church. The church was
meeting in what is now called the
"old, old sanctuary" at the top
of Thomas Road hill, Lynchburg, Va. As Mrs. Hogan
drove past TRBC each Sunday
morning en route to another
Lynchburg church, she thought
about visiting TRBC. She had
heard about the growth and
excitement in this relatively new
church. When Mrs. Macel
Falwell's sister, Jean Pate, invited Mrs. Hogan, she gladly
accepted.

As a child, Jeanette knew Dr.
Falwell's wife, Macel, and her
family. They lived only a few
blocks apart and Jeanette often
visited the Pate home. She was
especially close to Macel's
mother who was a comfort and
inspiration to her in many ways.
But, Jeanette had never met
Macel's husband, Jerry Falwell
until she began attending TRBC.
Immediately Mrs. Hogan
admired Dr. Falwell. She sensed
sincerity, his dedication and his
understanding nature. Like a
magnet, Dr.-Falwell drew out the
best in people.
At Dr. Falwell's request, Mrs.
Hogan began taking care of the
roll call for the pastor's Sunday
School class. Every Friday and
Saturday she would call each
member of the class. The
members knew that they were
needed. This also gave Mrs.
Hogan an oportunity to get
acquainted with most of the
TRBC congregation.
Whenever Mrs. Hogan began
working for the church, only a
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few people were on the payroll.
She kept the tithing and church
membership records and often
did the work in her home.
Stencils were made on' the
typewriter, she hand addressed
all the envelopes and each letter
was inserted by hand. Now,
TRfiC and the OTGH has over
700 employes, a computer and a
print shop.
As Dr. Falwell was aired on
the radio and television more the
mailing list grew. The academy
began bringing in students,
faculty and more church
members. The nature of Mrs.
Hogan's job changed. She
became Dr. Falwell's personal
secretary in 1965. Then, the
college, institute and seminary
began in 1971 and church
membership skyrocketed.
Mrs. Hogan adds a personal
touch to the pastor's office and
the TRBC ministry. Due to the
size of the church, it is sometimes
difficult to remain "personable," Mrs. Hogan senses the
heed to identify with individuals.
She answers personal letters for
Dr. Falwell, keeps his appointment book for weddings
and funerals and answers his
phone calls.
Dr. Falwell's calls are mostly
from pastor's seeking advice,
families needing counseling,
people wanting to schedule a
meeting and appreciation calls
from prayer supporters. Many of
these calls can be referred to copastor, Dr. Jim Moon, or to the
counseling center. It is not easy
to screen the calls. It is difficult
to choose who can or cannot talk
with the pastor and Dr. Falwell
does not consider anyone
unimportant. It bothers him thai
his busy schedule and other
responsibilities make it humanly
impossible to talk with everyone.
Mrs. Hogan graciously explains
the situation to callers and
people usuajly understand.
Mrs. Hogan confesses that the
most rewarding part of her job is
helping people. She is a good
listener and that is what some
folks need - someone to listen
and care. Jeanette lends a
'•'Christian shoulder to cry on."
Occasionally, someone will
call Dr. Falwell's office with a
complaint such as they did not
receive an ordered gift offer.
Mrs. Hogan apoligizes for the
inconvenience and attempts to
rectify the situation. Usually a
simple explanation can heal the
problem area before the conversation has ended.
Mrs. Hogan has to keep
abreast of each department
within the ministry. She answers
dozens of questions daily about
various aspects of the ministry.
When people call ih regards to
gift offers, to donate money or

to gather information on a
missions project, she needs to be
able to assist them. Some folks
call for travel information and
help in making motel reservations. She has even doubled as
a tour guide on occassion when
one was not available.
Jeanette Hogan's working
schedule is considered to be
Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m. to 4:30
p.m. However, in actuality she
works "eight days a week, 25
hours a day". If necessary she
comes back to the office to
prepare materials for a week-end
business or deacon's meeting.
She is also always "on call." If
an emergency arises or if
someone needs to contact Dr.
Falwell after office hours, the
TRBC switchboard refers the
call to Mrs. Hogan's home.
Mrs. Hogan enjoys her work.
She likes to fellowship with
people and people place confidence in her ability and in her
friendship. She is thrilled to have
been a part of TRBC in the early
days when worthwhile sacrifices
and long hours had to be put in
to merely survive. Her efficiency
and loyalty has continued
through the years. Her work has

Flattum,
Musselman

Mr. and Mrs. Morris Flattum
of Thief River Falls, Minn.,
announce the engagement of
their daughter, Miss Debra Lynn
Flatum, to David John
Musselman, son of the Rev. and
Mrs. W.B. Musselman of
Constantine, Mich.
A candlelight wedding, is
planned for 7 p.m. Feb. 23, in
Thief River Falls.
The bride-elect is a sophomore
at Liberty Baptist College.
Mr. Musselman has a bachelor
of science degree in piano from
Liberty Baptist College and a
piaster of divinity degree from
Liberty Baptist Seminary. He is a
sacred concert pianist in
evangelism.

Mrs. Jeanette Hogan, personal secretary.
merely become busier and more
comlex as the ministry involves
hundreds of new people each
year.
Seeing a "vision" come to life

has been exciting for Mrs.
Hogan. Her lifestyle is
characterized by a giving attitude
and an investment in others. For
Jeanette Hogan there is never a
dull moment and not many quiet
ones.

journal •champion

women
Miss Marilyn Esther Morrison
of 2149 Carrington Road,
Lynchburg, and Herbert Taylor
Owen were married Dec. 16 at 3
p.m. in the Thomas Road Baptist
Church. Dr. Jerry Falwell officiated.
The bride is the daughter of
the Rev. and Mrs. Wayne
Morrison of Carmel, N.Y. The
groom is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
W. Taylor Owen of Richmond.
Given in marriage by her
father, the bride had her sister.
Faith Morrison, of Turnersville,
N.J., as honor attendant. The
bridesmaids were Carol
Hummer, Sue Karrer, Benita
Severson, Jamie Brewer, Tracy
Kroll, Vickie Pratt, Kathy Pate
and Becky Benson, all of
Lynchburg. Tammy Shreve of
Shreveport, La., and Pam Tritt
of Detroit, Mich., were also
bridesmaids.
The groom's father was the
best man. Ushers were Toby
Tobin, Peter Nuckols and Tom
Ritchie of Richmond, Dan
Cubino of Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.,
K'-n Hipsley of Detroit, Mich.,
Eric McCoy of Altoona, Pa.,

and Craig Champney, Matt
Willmington, Jonathan Falwell
and Tom Soule of Lynchburg.
April Dunn, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Eldridge Dunn, was
flower girl. Ringbearer was Chris
Hayes, the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Jim Hayes.
After a reception at Treasure
Island hosted by Mrs. Donna
Reynolds, the couple left for a
wedding trip to Bermuda. They
will live in Lynchburg.
The bride has a bachelor's
degree from Tennessee Temple
College and a master's degree
from Western Connecticut State
College. She teaches at Lynchburg Christian Academy. The
groom has both bachelor and
master's degrees from Bob Jones
University. He is the pastor for
the junior department at Thomas
Road Baptist Church.

Mr. and Mrs. Lamar Keener
announce the birth of a
daughter, Karalee Michelle, born
at 12:49 p.m. Dec. 7, at Virginia
Baptist Hospital, Lynchburg,
Va.

LIBERTY BIBLE INSTITUTE
both programs.
But now, under the leadership of God, BOTH these widely used
PROGRAMS have been wonderfully united into a single "SUPERSUMMARY SCHOOL OF THE SCRIPTURES!"
• Two-year General Bible Program
-Receive all Bible cassettes of L.H.B.I.
-Visit the Holy Land.
• One-year Practical Christian Ministry Program
• Three-year Evening Program (two nights per week: Mon., Tues.)
-Lynchburg, Charlottesville, Danville, Richmond, Roanoke

A new idea deserves a new name. The name for this unique institution of Bible information is the LIBERTY BIBLE INSTITUTE!

In 1972 the THOMAS ROAD BIBLE INSTITUTE in Lynchburg,
Virginia began enrolling students in a two-year campus progam.
• In 1976 the LIBERTY HOME BIBLE INSTITUTE was officially
introduced on nationwide television.
Since that time over TEN THOUSAND students have enrolled in

A BRAND NEW LOOK...AT

NEW TRAINING
TECHNIQUE:

All students enrolling in the LIBERTY BIBLE
INSTITUTE automatically receive every one of
the more than 400 TAPED LECTURES which go
to make up the regular Liberty Home Bible Institute program. These high quality tapes,
covering all phases of Bible knowledge and made
by competent and spirit-filled scholars, are fitted
into dozens of sturdy, vinyl-covered and
beautifully decorated album boxes. These albums
by themselves constitute a complete library of
Bible knowledge. IN ADDITION TO ALL THIS,
the Liberty Bible Institute student will receive that
on-the-spot intensive and invaluable Christian
training within the confines of one of the world's
greatest spiritual centers, the famous THOMAS
ROAD BAPTIST CHURCH! There is simply no
substitute for this if one truly debires the best in
matters of both Bible and blessing.

a

NOW - FOR THE FIRST TIME - THE BEST OF
TWO WORLDS IN STUDYING THE WORD OF GOD

•

NEW PLAN:
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Owen-Morrison Wedding

NEW NAME:

•
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In addition to the hundreds of taped lectures, live
lecturer, program-learning sheets, color-coded
textbooks, we now have available nearly ONE
THOUSAND SPECIALLY-DRAWN 8>/2 x 11
inch VISUAL MAPS AND CHARTS covering the
entire range of Biblical knowledge. Each chart has
been prepared by a professional artist working
closely with a competent Bible scholar. These
charts are only available to enrolled students of
the Liberty Bible Institute.

NEW PROGRAM:
Liberty Bible Institute, like Thomas Road Bible
Institute, is a two-year program. However, we
now offer AN ADDITIONAL ONE-YEAR OPTIONAL STUDY PERIOD. This program, will
cover in-depth the subjects of world missions,
practical youth work, pastoral ministry, counseling, and Christian Education. Only those who
have graduated from the Liberty Bible Institute or
who have had some previous Bible background
elsewhere will be allowed to enroll in this optional
year-long Super Conference!

a
ffill

THE GRAND OLD BOOK

NEW TUITION:
\ JX * 3 jS

The total cost, if one enrolled in both schools (the
T.R.B.I, and L.B.H.I.). would exceed OVER
$2,200. But tuition for the Liberty Bible Institute is
ONLY $330 per semester! One-year Practical
Christian Ministry $265 per semester. Evening
School $220 per semester.

A PERSONAL
INVITATION

•

Dr. H.L. Willmington,
Dean

Dr. Jerry Falwell
Pastor

NEW OPPORTUNITY
Finally, during the month of May each year the
Liberty Bible Institute will conduct a special study
trip to Israel To prepare for this, a series of taped
lectures on the Holy Land will be given out 90
days in advance to all students who sign up for
the tour. While in the Holy Land itself regular
teaching sessions will be held daily. The trip will
be offered at the least possible price, thus allowing
many students to go.

If you are interested in obtaining more information
concerning the Liberty Bible Institute, please fill in
the attached card to receive a free 30-minute
cassette tape which will describe in detail the
exciting new program.

Liberty Bible Institute
P.O. Box 1111
Lynchburg, Virginia 24504
Name
'_
Address
State
Zip
City_
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Technical Supervisorial! Stevens Busy, Keeps OTGH On The Air
* U * local
WBRA, Channel 15, the
pubfic television station in
Roanoke, as a program switcher.
"When I was still in high
school, I surrendered my life to
the Lord for whatever He
wanted," Alan says. "I was
always interested in electronics.
When I started my job at
Channel 15, I just fell in love
with television."
Did television damage his
Christian testimony or convictions? Not in the slightest.
"Actually, it was a blessing
working on Channel 15, because
it was a Public Broadcasting
station, and there were no
commercials. I never had to plug
in beer commercials or cigarette
commercials."
Alan would have gone to
college at a Christian school if
such a school had taught what he
needed. About the time he left
high school, his father (who now
is a full-time bus mechanic at
Thomas Road) was transferred
to Roanoke by his employer."
Alan then considered going away
to either Moody Bible Institute
or Bob Jones University, but
neither had a program in elecAlan Stevens at work keeping things in order for OTGH.
trical technology.
By BOB HARRIS
for the nation's largest TV show.
Old-Time Gospel Hour television
In 1968, upon graduation
building. A godly counselor then
A 30-year-old Lynchburg
program.
from WVCC, Alan joined
proceeded to lead him to Christ.
native, Alan comes from good
It's a great feeling to know
WBRA full-time and stayed
And now that's what he is.
stock. His parents, Mr. and Mrs.
that you're doing what you have
there unitl 1973.
He attended E.C. Glass High
It is a demanding job. With
Ronald E. (Doris F.) Perry, were
always wanted to do. There is a the title "technical supervisor,"
In the meantime, he was eager
School, got interested in eleccharter members of Thomas
happiness and exuberance and
Alan's responsibility is to make
tronics, and then went to to join the staff of the TV crew at
Road Baptist Church. When
contentment that all of life's
Thomas Road. He already was a
sure all of the television
Western Virginia Community
young Alan was 7, he felt the
frustrations cannot overcome.
equipment is operating properly;
College in Roanoke for an volunteer on Sunday mornings
conviction of the Holy Spirit one
At least that's the way Alan
running cameras and helping
that includes cameras, video tape
associate's degree in electrical
Wednesday night as Dr. Jerry
Stephens looks at it. Nearly ever
then-engineer Dusty Rhodes with
recorders, monitors, switchers,
engineering and technology.
Falwell preached in the old In 1967, while still in college,
since he can remember, he has you name it. He must maintain
maintenance and operation.
Donald Duck Bottling Company
wanted to be an engineer for The
them week by week, day by day,
But he really wanted to do it
he landed a part-time job at
full-time as a Christian service and as a life's work.
He asked Dusty to talk to Dr.
and spiritual lite came last year
By BOB HARRIS
people were saved at every
transformed his life through the
Falwell and inquire about a
with a series of accidents. He
concert. "What is this?" Dave
Recently, David Musselman,
blood of Jesus Christ, and how
looks back now almost in position being open. But the
asked himself. "People get
the youthful piano virtuoso at
he was willing to give up
humorous retrospect. He first timing was not right.
saved through a musical
Thomas Road Baptist Church,
playing the piano forever, if
Then one Sunday morning
was involved in an accident on
concert? I've never heard of
was accosted and cursed at
that was what Christ wanted. It
the Pennsylvania Turnpike in early in 1973, Mark Lloyd, then
that before."
viciously after eating dinner at a turned out that wasn't what
director of The Old-Time Gospel
December
1977, without
local restaurant. He reacted
Christ wanted, and Manderson
Not only did young people
Hour, told Alan he was looking
sustaining serious injuries. Then
calmly, using the opportunity to
began to tour the country doing
get saved, but Chorale singers
for a full-time engineer.
came the bad smash-up in
witness to the feljow, who then
concerts, sharing his testimony.
gave their testimonies. It was a
"Dr. Lloyd told me they were
Carlisle,
Pa.,
on
March
17,'
treated him favorably and
striking
experience;
young
But Harry Bollback, now colooking
to employ an RCA man,
which
sent
Charles,
Mark,
graciously and listened to what
people saved out of their lives
director of Word of Life, also
David and Dick Bernier to the but I decided to give him my
he had to say.
addiction, sex,
affected Dave. An accomplished .of. drug
intensive care unit of the resume anyway. And they hired
This is the kind of chivalry
musician, Harry told how he alcoholism -- to a life totally
hospital; Dave sustained bad me!"
transformed by Jesus Christ.
and good manners which have
wrestled with God over the
Since that time, Alan has
bruises
on his chest and back.
made Musselman one of the same question; "should I give
And the LBC Chorale
more popular 27-year-olds at
Two weeks later, Dave was worked between 50 and 55 hours
up music to go where the Lord
members themselves affected
Thomas Road. But it is his wants me?"
flying in a small airplane which a week at Thomas Road. This
him. "I was just so bowled over
dedication to the Lord, his
had
problems before landing in includes reporting to the church
by
their
burden,"
Dave
says,
Bollback concluded the Lord
vision for Christian music and
Roanoke.
He heard a horrifying
"that when it came to staying, 1
wanted him to be a missionary,
his almost unrivaled ability at
command: "Get out the crash
just had to decide to stay."
"ONCE SAVED,
so he did give up music to serve
the keyboard which have inlanding gear!" Dave's heart
There was no senior class
in the jungles of Brazil. Later,
ALWAYS SAFE"
creased his popularity on a however, he' returned and
almost skipped a beat. But the
curriculum at LBC that first
This book has 4 chapters: "A Child of God Can
Never
Be
Lost."
"A Child ot God Should Livt
national level.
plane
landed
safely.
year, so Dave took courses at
became one of the pioneers of
Holy," "Saved Ptoplt Do Sin," and "What
neighboring colleges while
Many who attend the
present-day Christian musical
Happens
When
a
Sived Person Sim'" Sand a
David Musselman plans to do
dollar bill and receive this booh, PLUS 4 othplaying for the Chorale.
Wednesday night services at
teams.
some single-concert work, write
ers: "When a New World B*|ins," "Heaven,
Eventually,
however, he
Hell and Salvation," "The Bltssad Hope of
Thomas Road maintain that
Dave dedicated his life to
some Christian songs, and even
Christ's Return." and "Do We Live Alter
graduated from LBC with
one of their greatest blessings is
Christ, and came to the conDeath?" Fun length Bible messages! ALL 5
practice orchestrating songs. He
friends John Johnson and Ken has worked on the same
books for only $1.00! Sand this ad and a dolcalling out to David hymn
clusion that he would go
lar bill with your name and address to:
and Marie Chapman; then left
selections from the audience
wherever the Lord wanted him
platform with such giants in the
John L. Bray Dept. JC
Lynchburg to spend time with
and delighting as he transforms
and give up piano if that was
Christian music field as Al
P.O. Box 509
Word of Life. But he has since
their individual choices into a
what He wanted.
Smith, Doug Oldham, John
Lakeland, H o n d a 33802
returned to get a master's
spontaneously arranged piano
Believing he needed a
Peterson, Bill Piece, Don
degree at Liberty Baptist
solo medley.
thorough Bible education, Dave
Wyrtzen and the Bill Gaither
Seminary.
enrolled following high school
Musselman is also one of the
Trio.
at Bob Jones University. He
greatest
accompanists in
Dave also is interested in
Those ..who wish. tQ. book..
finished three years, had only a
Christian music, as singer Mark
youth work, and when he goes
Dave for a concert may reach
few hours to complete before
Lowry would attest. Dave
on tours with Charles Hughes
him through the Old-Time
cannot possibly meet all the graduation, and then something
and Mark Lowry, he usually
Gospel Hour, P.O. Box 1111,
unexpected happened. Someone
demands for his talent.
speaks to the youth at churches.
Lynchburg, VA 24505, or by
called from a brand new school
As an accompanist, Dave has
A trying time in his personal
telephone (804) 239-8501.
up north, a place called Lynspent most of his time the past
chburg, Va., and asked David if
year traveling with the Jerry
he would consider playing
Falwell Evangelistic Association
during summer tour for a new
in the Charles Hughes "Church
musical group - then the
Triumphant"
rallies
with
Lynchburg Baptist College
Hughes and Lowry. Following
the celebrated near-fatal ac- ;.^horale.
cident in Pennsylvania last ^ ; With little knowledge of the
March, the trio has worked ' new school itself and absolutely
together only once every two
no foreknowledge of what God
Just one mile from
LBC and TRBC
weeks or so. But, in addition to
was about to do with his life,
* Air Conditioned
9 0 Units
that, Dave also accompanies
Dave consented.
In the City of Lynchburg
* Swimming Pools
Mark to individual concerts,
Musselman was stunned.
On Route 29 Bus. South
* Color TV
and most recently Dave has
During each of the Chorale's
FOR RESERVATIONS
* Telephones
started out on a circuit of piano
traveling concerts, an invitation
solo concerts.
was given, and an average of
(804)239-2611
between 25 and 35 young
In fact, his career's crowning
achievement so far may be
coming within the next few
months. Evangelist Jack Van
lmpe has invited him to play
the piano on his next nationwide television special, to be
taped
January
1979 for
broadcast next April. Van
Impe's
organization
is
negotiating to get nearly 200 TV
markets for the special - more
than any religious special in
history, including Billy Graham.
It could mean a "big break" to
Dave as a national performer.
- * • •
* .
Musselman
hails
from
Cleveland, Ohio. His father is a
minister; in fact, he recently
started a church and is still
actively preaching.
Dave's
great-grandfather started the
Union Gospel Press, which still
produces
Sunday
School
curriculum materials.
Being in a Christian environment, trusting Christ as
Saviour came naturally to the
child, who was born again at
the age of 4. At age 8, David
started taking piano lessons;
this proved to be the turning
For God so loved the
point in his life.
world, that he gave his only
Throughout grade school and
begotten Son, that whohigh school, he won consistently
soever
believeth in him
awards. He spent
several
should not perish, but have
summers traveling with the
Word of Life team from
everlasting life.
JOHN 9 in
Schroon Lake, N.Y. and soon
was promoted to director of
their entire musical program.
For three months, he also
,•:*; drtosns ^Jfoiao cfutv 9f Sfnie/dQaeaJtus
^rcuru/u,.!.
worked for Dr. Al Smith and
traveled with the venerable
soloist-song writer to concerts
throughout the country.
• .*.• . • • • • • . • . . • • . •
. • , \ .
'f •
•
- . ' . ;J.\
Dave fell in love with the
piano and he fell in love with
Sznctu,
u/e*t*v
/
,' • • ,' \Aecie> clfla*na#> , , , -A
music. More than anything else,
he wanted to play; he wanted to
write songs; he wanted to
arrange orchestrations. But a
horrifying
truth
suddenly
gripped him late in his high
school days: what if God
wanted him to do something
' • • " • • • • • ; . • • ' *
• ' . ' - ' . • *• "."••.''
r'H
else?
The climax came at a concert
he attended. Bub Manderson
had been a nightclub pianist.
He testified of how God had

•is^BjflajBSMajffMajMHejajMBjMi^
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* * David Musselman Is Christian Pianist * *

at
it 6
A a.m.
•» m every
nunrv Sunday
Sumlav to
ii> warm
u/rirm
up the TV equipment for the 11
a.m. broadcast and to make sure
everything is working properly.
Furthermore, he occasionally
travels with director Bruce Braun
and executive producer Don
Norman to Net Television in
Ann Arbor, Mich., where the
video tape for the program is
duplicated and shipped to individual television affiliates.
Once, he and Braun flew to
Los Angeles to attend the
National
Association of
Broadcasters annual convention.
This he did to stay on top of
what other broadcasters - including secular ones - are doing.
"You can't just throw slop at
people and expect them to look
at your product," Alan says.
"I'll always remember what
Dusty Rhodes told me. He said,

'They
' I'hrv should
•.HotiM have
hav*» no
nn reason
rr»nsnn to
m
turn the tube off, except for
content.'"
Alan still has a few goals in
life. One day he wants to have a
family (he's still single) and sec
some folks he knows get saved.
But he has already reached many
of his primary goals.
"I am doing now what I have
really wanted to do. When you
commit yourself to the Lord, He
said He will give you the desires
of your heart. And he has lived
up to His part of the bargain
with me."
His job has made him a little
touchy about the equipment he's
responsible for, valued at half a
million dollars. Occasionally,
when LBC students arc allowed
up in the control room and start
fiddling around with the switches, Alan slaps their hands like

aa fathrr
father u/nnlH
would ritcrintinr
discipline hi«;
his nmn
own
children.
Alan has always known his
place - behind the scenes. Only
once did he ask to be in front of
the camera - during one of Jim
Pickering's television classes.
That was in 1975, and that was
(he last time he has ever desired
to be in front of the camera.

He lives in a mobile home just
west of town in the Timberlake
area. When he goes home, he
dabbles with art, photography
and music - he took trumpet
lessons once. He even experiments with a new fad
popular
among
TV
technologists: video art.
But his real love is electronics.
"It's not a job separated from
recreation to me," he says, "I
mean, it's kind of nice getting
paid for what you enjoy doing."

COUNTS 8c
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THREE BEDROOM, TWO BATH
WEST COAST MODERN STYLE
BUILT FOR ENERGY CONSERVATION
BEAMED CATHEDRAL
CEILING
BRIGHT CHEERFUL KITCHEN
HUGE MASTER
BEDROOM
FULL BASEMENT
TWO DECKS
FIVE ACRES
PRIVACY, BUT NOT TOO FAR AWAY
$62,900
CALL MARGARET TEMPLETON

237-2008

NEW HOMES!!

HARVEY'S MOTEL

Low Interest Rates....
Low Dow
a
N

nstruction..

ferized by rising construction
?se two factors, together with high
'e made ownership difficult, if not impossible. We
5ee feel we have a solution to this problem: OUR
fOMES AT "LONG MEADOWS" SUBDIVISION.

THE EATON

THE POWHATAN

THE DEMAND FOR THE ABOVE HOMES HAS
BEEN OVERWHELMING. WE HAVE SOLD 15
HOMES IN THE LAST 10 DAYS. OUR CONSTRUCTION CREWS ARE BEHIND BUT HOPE
TO BE CAUGHT UP BY EARLY 1979. IF Y O U
WOULD LIKE TO BE PUT ON OUR W A I T I N G
LIST, CONTACT US IMMEDIATELY.
The bulldozers are at work at this minute completing 3 new
streets with many beautiful building lots. Why not call now
and pick out a lot that YOU like?
For Information on "Long Meadows" Contact:
FORD-GARBEE & CO., INC., REALTORS
(528-4040)
John L. Swann, Jr. 384-239-5541
E. Austin Salmon, Jr. 239-1213
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LCA ATHLETICS

Lynchburg Christian Academy
has developed a successful and
comprehensive sports program
competing
among
private
schools in Virginia.
The football, soccer, and
volleyball teams have completed
winning seasons.
LCA basketball coaches Mark
Chaffin, Ken Hetrick and Pattie
Rizzo all expect their athletes to
have winning seasons.
LCA FOOTBALL
The Hghting Bulldogs of LCA
have finished the 1978 season
undefeated with a 7-0-1 record.
After a tie on the first game LCA
chalked up seven consecutive
wins. The facts are simple. High
school competition began only
last year at LCA. The team was
undefeated in its first year and
has now remained undefeated
for the second consecutive year.
The Bulldogs are led by Head
Coach Harry Betts. Coach Belts
is a 1958 University of Virginia
graduate and has served 14 years
in public high schools, and seven
years in Christian schools. He
has established an excellent
coaching record of 86 wins, 38
loses and 3 ties. The coach
acknowledged support from the
fans as "a real shot in the arm"
for the team's efforts.
LCASOCCER
The LCA soccer team rolled to
an impressive 15-4 season. It was
a good year to set school records
for the Bulldogs in 1978. Offensively, the team set a record
by taking 510 shorts. A defensive
record was set by. holding opponents to 166 shots. Offensive
and defensive records were also
set as the team scored 66 goals
while the opponents were held to
27 goals. Kevin
Hamlet
established a school record by
scoring 16 goals this season.
Three Bulldogs werr named to
the
Virginia
Independent
Conference team:
Donnie
Norman, Doug Ayers and Tom
Datman.
The Junior Varsity soccer
team finished play with a record
of 7-6-3.
GIRL'S VOLLEYBALL
Girl's Volleyball maintained a
winning season for the fourth
year in a row with a record of 124 in varsity competition. For
four years, LCA has hosted the
LCA Christian Tournament and
every year the LCA girls have
emerged as champions. Ten
teams participtaed in the
tournament and LCA soundly
beat five teams to retain their

• • • Book Review * * *

LCA BASKETBALL
crown. The varsity team also
The Bulldog's are off to a
participated in the Blue Ridge
good start this season with a 3-1
Conference Tourname.ni-record in varsity competition.
Although successful seasons
Mark Chaffin is serving in his
are achieved through a solid
first year as a coach.
team effort, Coach Rizzo credits
Chafin is a 1978 graduate of
seniors Cindy Bell and Leslie
Liberty Baptist College.
Miller as exceptional players.
Leading LCA's offense is sixCindy is described as a "highly
foot guard Tom Oatman with an
skilled player and spiritual
18-point average per game. Coleader". Leslie, a co-captain is
known as an "excellent defensive captain Mark Richards, a 6-1
forward, follows with a 16-point
player." Leslie was named to the
LCA Christian Tournament's average. Donnie Norman, a 6-0
forward and co-captain has a 13"All Tournament Team".
point average. Six-foot-one-inch
In the BRC Tournament Leslie
center, Kurt Williams, conreceived All-Tournament honors
tributes an average of 10 points
and was selected by coaches in
per game.
the BRC to the All-Conference
In junior varsity action the
Team.
Bulldog's record is even at 2-2.
The girls have reached a record
of 50-12 in their four years under All games played to date have
been away. Gregg Overstreet
Coach Pattie Rizzo.
leads the Bulldog's offense with
GIRL'S J.V.
an 18 point average, shooting
VOLLEYBALL
The junior varsity girl's over 50 per cent from the field.
volleyball team ended a season Guard John Cadiell and forward
Rusty Tyree are playing excellent
with a record of 6-4. In her first
year as a coach at LCA, Sharon defensive basketball.
The junior varsity coach is Len
Denney, was very pleased with
her team's perfomance. Coach Hettrick. Coach Hettrick holds a
Denney reported that the team masters degree from Michigan
was led by quality performances State University. He has coached
13 years but is in his first year at
by the team's co-captains Lisa
Smith and Lydia Garland. Coach LCA.
Denney is confident of continued
GIRL'S BASKETBALL
sucess in the '79 season.
The girl's scored a decisive
victory Monday night
in
LCA WRESTLING
Roanoke against North Cross
Wrestling is in its first year at High School, 47-25. The victory
LCA. Coach Dan Lindsey's
evens the team's record at 2-2.
wrestlers are fighting back after a
Leading the offense was Leslie
slow start. After losing the first
Miller with 18 points. Leslie is a
three events the Bulldogs have
senior guard and is noted for her
now won two matches in a row.
aggressive play. Barbara Temple
With two-thirds of the season
followed with 16 points and
left to play. Coach Lindsey is
gathered in 22 rebounds on the
anticipating a winning season.
evening.

P A S T O R . . . TAKE THE GOSPEL
TO EVERY HOME WITH YOUR OWN
PERSONALIZED CHURCH PAPER.

Reviewed by Lindsay J. Howan
A much needed book has just
been released: "Church Planting
-- Always in Season" (214 pages
$4.95) by Dr. Timothy Starr.
This material was originally
prepared in partial requirement
of Starr's doctrinal studies at
Luther Rice Seminary.
As Held representative and
secretary of the Home Mission
Board of the Fellowship of
Evangelical Baptist Churches in
Canada, Dr. Starr was involved
in the birth of over 50 churches
all across Canada.
Starr quotes considerably
from Elmer Towns' book
"Getting a Church Started."
Towns gives the theology of
church planting but Starr gives
the practical side.
Some 21 topics are developed

in point form, illustrated with
case studies from church
planters. Starting from the
biblical basis of the local church,
Starr gives all the necessary steps
involved in establishing strong
churches.
Although
written
with
Canadian illustrations this book
is a modern classic. It should be
required reading for every
potential church planter and
pastor involved with home
missions.
In Canada this book is
available from Dr. Timothy
Starr, Fellowship of Evangelical
Baptist Churches in Canada, 74
Sheppard
Avenue
West,
Willowdale, Ontario M2N-1M3.
In the United States write
Distributor, 4605 Ferncliff
Drive, Lynchburg, VA. 24501.
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Your favorite Scripture verse, motto or saying handsomely hand-lottried in black and red on 5"x7" mottled
white parchment paper suitable for framing. Only S3 0 0 .
3 0 words maximum 1 5c each additional word Send check
or money order with text to The SCRIPTORY, P.O. Box 13377,
Chesapeake V A 2 3 3 2 5 Enclose 25c for postage and handling

Arch Preserver Shoes
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iSfc^feSS
• GEARED TO EVANGELISM
• CHOICE OF HEADINGS
• PICTURES YOUR CHURCH
A N D LISTS YOUR SERVICES

W-teM<fek

"Preach the gospel to every creature." — Jesus Christ
Write for complete information and sample copies.

and nothing says it quite like a diamond. Say
it with one of the most stunning and wanted
of shapes - the brilliant oval cut.

INDEPENDENT
BAPTIST PUBLICATIONS
8 3 2 1 Ballard R o a d

Illustration slightly enlarged

N i l e a , IUinois 6 0 6 4 8

f o r

i... . ^ " ° ! 5 1 i
""
PfflM'q EVERY PttSON in vour
JiruiajM with the mmagt of enrJii.iKrVuflTOit IxaTChuren.

$87.95
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6-16

6-12
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Sizes not in stock are available in approximately two weeks

Pittman Plata Mon.-Fri. 10A.M.-9P.M. Sal. 10 A.M.-6 P.M.
Sal.Der.23 10 A.M.-9PJH.
9lh&Main Man.-Sal. 9A.M.-5P.M. Fri.9 A.M.-8 P.M.

Probably the most comfortable
shoe you'll ever wear!

J * " • > * » « • ? . » • « »'•*«• Pl«n. to REACH VOUR JERUSALEM
* A l l the i M t t r l a W you need to do the Job
* l l b l l c e t In every seme of the word
,,M

1 » ! ! ! £ ! » I" &*•
» - M » • » ' " • Church - WE DID IT!
* ENDORSED by treat Men of Cod of our generetlon
J j J i L : TO penetrate EVERY HEART And hoe* with the Messige of the Gospel.
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COMPLETE: Including literature packet, ad saaples, soul-H1nn1ng
PACKET
Kay Kard, laptl tabs. "Operation Penetration" book, etc.

$9.95
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Jewe&y Company
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Wright

"Operation Penetration"
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REAL
ESTATE
INFORMATION
CENTER

Strap and buckle slip-on in aged bourbon or gleaming
black calfskin. Cushion insole. Flexible leather sole.

OPERATION PENETRATION MANUAL: ? 3 .

'

Reach America Now, Inc.
878 Commercial Ave. S. W.
New Philadelphia, OH 44663

wood stoves
Yesterday's Idea Designed For Today
The wood stove was once an accepted fact of life. Today,
people everywhere are rediscovering the great economy and
charm of the most attractive home heating alternative available.
If you think this is just grandpa's old stove come back to life,
look again I
T h e E n g l a n d e r — t h e "original" model, available in two sizes, with or
without the air-circulating blower which draws air from your rooms
and forces it through the fabricated heating chamber. Expertly designed,
the handmade Englander exhibits a craftsmanship rarely seen t o d a y yet the price is less than many well known brands.
Compare for quality and performance.
With the W a t e r H e a t i n g A t t a c h m e n t , the
Englander can reduce the cost of hot water t o
pennies a day I O r it can be attached t o baseboard
hot water heating systems. Designed for installation by a licensed plumber, the thermostatically controlled unit is the most exciting
energy-saving idea in w o o d stoves today. It
means maximum savings to y o u this winter!

•
•
•
•

• Shows information to help determine
cost per square foot of your home.
• Shows you how to get the most for
your sale.
Over 500 Listings
Homes in all locations & price ranges
Residential, commercial & farm sales
Exclusively at Sun & Shield Realty Inc.

COLEMAN SHOES 916Main St.,Lynchburg,Va.24505
Name
Address
City

SIZE

COLOR

STYLE

J Coleman Charge
• Master Charge-No. _
• BankAmericard No. ,
Include 75c postage and 4% Virginia Sales Tax
FREE DELIVERY IN CITY

Reo%

G

Check these Actual
lHWLt^

.Zip.

State

84?0..'. T lmb erlakB Rd,
Lynchburg, VA 24502
(804) 239-6918

9HC.
Is The Spirit Moving You

I

With the famous metatarsal
bump that fits right into the
hollow of your foot —
positions your arch
where it ought to
be — and brings a
comfortable smile
to your face.

•k Computerized Matchmaking
• Buyers to Homes
• Homes to Buyers
• Computerized Market Evaluations
• Shows homes in area for sale
• Shows homes in area sold

Englander

v;

D Please send complete information on this attendance
building program.

atoii'Mira
Sunday Schools from 50 to 5,000

YOU CAN TOO!
Sunday School Outreach, Inc.
BELLEVUE BAPTIST, Memphis,
Tenn., increased their attendance
from an average of 1600 to 2332
the first Sunday.

PLEASANT RIDGE BAPTIST, of
Charleston, Indiana went from an
averagaof 150 to 291.

500 Shawnee Trail, Sophia, N. C.,27350
Name
Church.

T

Street _

State
Aubrey Faulconer & S o n
Amherst, V A 2 4 5 2 1
Phone:946-5271

E N G L A N D ' S STOVE STORE
Route 2 9 South
Tel. 2 3 7 - 1 2 9 6
3 . 6 miles south o f airport entrance

OAKWOOD PARK ASSEMBLY OF
GOD, Gestonia, N. C , grew from
an average of 275 to 530.

JAMESTOWN
CHURCH OF
CHRIST, Jamestown, Ohio went
from 197 to en average of 283
with a high of 325.

.Position Held
.City

Zip

Phone (

NO OBLIGATION!!!
No salesman will call.
Average Sunday School Attendance

1
i
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DIEMER IS SEMINARY'S 'RARE BREED', TEACHES MEN
year, and Diemer had just
embarked on a
"triplingquadrupling" seminar
for
membership. He let the issue
simmer for two months ~<then
he decided to move to Lynchburg.
Having never seen Lynchburg
but having made a commitment
to come, Diemer decided to
visit the small Virginia city
during the summer of 1973. His
car blew a head gasket in
Wytheville. While it was being
serviced, Diemer struck up a
conversation
with
the
mechanic.
"Yes, I know about Thomas
Road," the mechanic said.
"That's the church that's about
to have its doors closed by the
Securities
and
Exchange
Commission."
Diemer refused to reveal his
terrible dismay to the attendant.
He simply said, "Oh."
A test of faith -- that must be
what this is, Diemer thought.

Tough Professor uses blackboard to explain Biblical princioles at Liberty Baptist Seminary.
By BOB HARRIS
Carl Diemer, chairman of the
division of theology at Liberty
Baptist Seminary, is a rare
breed of man.
Doctrinally, he is a fundamentalist* academically, he is
intellectual. Personally, he is
sardonic and witty. Physically,
though 40 years old, he
maintains a silvery-haired,
somewhat youthful
handsomeness and style about him.
He is now a teacher of
pastors. But for many years he
was a pastor himself. And he
knows what it's about.
"The problem with most
seminaries," he says, "is that
you sit down in a lecture room
and hear a man who has never
been in the pulpit himself. Here
at Liberty Baptist Seminary, we
can say, 'Hey, this is what
happened to me.' "
Dr. Diemer never has been
able to get the desire to preach
out of his system, even though
he is now a seminary professor.
He still supplies pulpits on
weekends. He has been interim
pastor of Oakdale Baptist
Church in Madison Heights and
Timber lake Baptist Church in
Lynchburg since he has been
here. He now is serving as
interim pastor of the Faith
Baptist Church in Richmond.
He labors constantly to win
souls to Jesus Christ. Members

DR. CARL DIEMER
of one church in North
Carolina he had preached at for
a. year had never seen anyone
walk the aisles until he showed
up; they had never known a
worship service to last beyond
11:45 on Sunday mornings. Dr.
Diemer not only led people to
Christ, but taught his people
how to lead others to Christ.
Yet, for seminary students,
Dr. Diemer discorages attempting to pastor a church
while maintaining studies in the
seminary. He has sadly witnessed the downfall of students'
academic records when they
accepted a call to pastor while
in school. "When you do that,
either your church suffers, or
the seminary suffers," he says.
"If you stay in the seminary,
you cannot build the church
like you should; you merely
preach on Sundays. But if you
start to build the church, then
you have to quit seminary, for
you can't do both.
"Our whole concept is to
teach men to build churches."
Born in Mobile,
Ala.,
Diemer's family moved to the
. Ocean View-Norfolk area of
Virginia shortly afterward. He
jokingly says, "I didn't like
Alabama, so J crawled r o u i
when I was 6-months old.i His
father took a job in the Naval
shipyard at Norfolk.
Carl followed in his father's
footsteps, working three years
in college toward a mechanical
engineering degree.
He was not reared in a
Christian home as such, but he
and his siblings were sent to
church. His two older sisters
received Christ as their Saviour

and one of them said a word of
encouragement to Carl.
Two church women came by
in 1954 when the Diemer family
was watching television. The
women wanted to talk about
the Lord. Carl wasn't too
excited, but they did influence
him, and on a Sunday night in
June, 1954, at the Oceatwiew
Baptist Church, he trusted
Christ publicly as his Saviour.
"There was great difficulty in
taking that first step, but then
there was great release after I
took it," he recalls.
Shortly afterward, the Lord
called him to preach. He
finished his degree at Virginia
Tech and then started considering seminaries.
Some
seminaries
had
reputations for being more,
liberal than others; he finally
chose
Southwestern
Baptist
Theological Seminary, after his
Oceanview pastor, Carl Neil
(now head of the Virginia
Baptist Home for seniors and
widows) influenced him.
Carl
always
considered
stimulating his intellect as one
of his highest accomplishments.
He endeavored to go as far as
he could in school, to reach a
terminal degree. He received a
Master of Divinity degree in
1965, followed by a Doctor of
Theology in 1972.
He did research for his
dissertation in 1969, but then
took a leave of absence to be
full-time pastor of the Villa
Brook Baptist Church in St.
Louis from 1969-1973.
Back when he was in college,
Carl had worked as an engineer
for IS months to pay for his
seminary education. He met his
wife, Carolyn, during his first
year at Southwestern.
During his second year, Carl
pulled tarpaper for SI .SO an
hour; he would come home at
night with tar all over his
fingers. He did this so he and
Carolyn could get married.
Carolyn had not wanted to
marry a preacher, but love
conquers all, and when she
telephoned her parents, her
father asked,"Has he ever
worked?"
Ironically, Carl had just been
laid off from his job. But they
had saved enough for the
wedding and the honeymoon (a
trip to Niagara Falls), so the
two decided to step out on
faith, get married and take the
trip anyway - but not tell her
parents that Carl was jobless.
Carolyn's mother thought it
incomprehensible
that her
daughter would marry a man
she had never heard preach. But
they did get married in 1963;
three years later, Carl accepted
a call as pastor, and Carolyn
heard him then.
One day, during the spring of
1973, Dr. Robert Hughes, dean
of
Lynchburg
Baptist
Theological Seminary, called
Diemer. The school had just
been conceived by Dr. Jerry
Falwell, and Dr. Hughes was
trying to recruit faculty.
Coincidentally,
another
person Dr. Hughes called was
evangelist Gene Williams,
whom Diemer had scheduled at
Villa Brook for a revival.
Williams had mentioned Diemer
to Dr. Hughes.
"First of all, I never thought
about teaching when I took the
church at St. Louis," Diemer
said. "Then I heard this
southern Mississippi voice at the
other end of the line, very
graciously asking me if I would
consider teaching. It was like a
bolt of lightning. I neKcr heard
of a theological education
offered by a
fundamental
church before; I thought it
would be sort of a fly-by-night
school under a shade tree. .1
told Dr. Hughes I would
consider it. But I did not
consideritveryseriousl;

•!L

Pews Upholstered On Location

name. Are you going to
Lynchburg?"
"Yes, I've decided to go,"
was the reply. And that impressed Diemer.
But Villa Brook was at the
peak of its ministry. Seventyfour had been baptized that

But soon, Dr. Hughes called
him back. During their conversation, Carl discovered the
"southern Mississippian" had a
Th. D. degree as well. That
impressed him.
Diemer talked to Williams.
"Hev. Gene, you gave him my

"We had the impression that
the Lord led us here, but we
decided to investigate," he said.
"I was frank with Dr. Hughes,
and he was honest with me. It
did not look good. He gave us
the privilege of being released
from our contract. But we felt
the Lord led us here, and we
refused to break it."
Diemer saw a great challenge
to his faith unfold before his
eyes during that first year, as
the church and schools slowly
emerged from great financial
difficulties and overcame the
accusations of the SEC.
Today, the seminary
though still in humble facilities
in downtown Lynchburg while
awaiting space on Liberty
Mountain - is growing rapidly.
New faculty have been hired,
new students are arriving -- and
Dr. Diemer is teaching what he
knows about being the man of
God in the place of God

Yet he and Dr. Hughes are
the founding fathers of the
theology division. And he, his
wife Carolyn, son Curtis, 13,
and daughter Christy,8, would
have it no other way.

He's not an easy professor.
His desire for intellectualism
rubs off cm his students. Some
of them affectionately call him
"Doctor Demon" because of
his severe exams.

Senior Saints Potluck
The "dining room-chapel"
was filled with Christmas
decorations, including tables
with bright red candles and a tree
in the corner.
Special performances by
puppets, the New Life Singers
and Don Norman preceded the
message by Dr. Jerry Falwell,
who spoke on the true meaning
of Christmas. Dr. Falwell
pointed out seniors by name,
recalling especially those who
helped found the Thomas Road
church 22 'A years ago.
The meeting ended with a visit
by Santa Claus.

One hundred and seventy
Senior Saints of Thomas Road
Baptist Church attended their
annual
"potluck"
style
Christmas banquet Dec. 8 at the
Old-Time Gospel Hour Administration Building, Lynchburg.
Young and old alike joined
together to celebrate the Virgin
Birth of the Lord Jesus Christ.
Table after table was filled with
home cooked dishes including
chicken, ham, potato salad,
macaroni salad, all types of
home-grown beans, pickles and
homemade desserts.

ALL KING'S STORES WILL CLOSE 6:00 p.m. CHRISTMAS EVE AND WILL BE
CLOSED ALL DAY DECEMBER 25th.
PRICK EFFECTIVE: DECEMBER 13 THRU DECEMBER 24, 1978

QUANTITY RIGHTS RESERVED

I WOULD LIKE TO TAKE THIS OPPORTUNITY TO THANK EACH
AND EVERY ONE OF YOU WHO SHOPPED AT KING S SUPERMARKETS
DURING THE PAST YEAR AND TO IET YOU KNOW HOW MUCH WE
APPRECIATE SERVING.YOU

WE 100K FORWARD TO SERVING YOU

IN THE COMING YEAR AT ANY OF THE MANY KING S SUPERMARKETS
WHERE YOU ALWAYS RECEIVE

RED CARPET SERVICE

ON BEHALF OF ALL THf KING S EMPLOYEES I WOULD LIKE TO
WISH YOU AND YOUR FAMILY A VERY MERRY CHRISTMAS AND A
HAPPY AND PROSPEROUS NEW YEAR
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This priceless collection of inspiring poems by
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(allow 3 weeks)
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KORFAN NATIVE REMEMBERS COMMUNISTS

Brain-washing Christians Is Difficult

Dr. C. Daniel
By BOB HARRIS
Dr. C. Daniel Kim's daughter
and mother are trapped in
Communist North Korea. He
hasn't seem them in more than
30 years. And there's little - if
anything - he can do about it.
That is a particularly painful
truth to the 57-year-old professor
of missions and systematic
theology at Liberty Baptist
Seminary. He once wrote a letter
to the remaining members of his
family in North Korea, but he
never received an answer back.
After he wrote it, he realized he
may have done more harm than
good, for the Communists inspect the mail and probably
realized that there were outsiders
who wished they could be free.
Dr. Kim stiffens up into a
somber countenance when he
thinks of his daughter and

then had a desire to go to church
and pray. This he did for more
than two weeks - get up early in
the morning and pray, "God,
what Can I do for you?"
The Lord impressed on his
heart a desire to be a minister. By
this time, the Japanese had
invaded Korea, closed Christian
seminaries, and forced Korean
Christians to bow down to
Shinto shrines. Forced out of the
seminary, Chang-yup started
working in a bank. But he
refused to bow down to the
pagan shrine; consequently, he
became a hated man.
Soon, the Japanese put
pressure on the Koreans to fight
in their Army during World War
II. But Chang-yup thought, "I
can't fight against American
soldiers who gave us the
Gospel." Instead, he was given
the job of watching for
American B-29 bombers in a
tower. He would then report that
they were coming, and in which
direction they were headed.
But the physical strain of
putting in a full day's work at the
bank and then working at the
tower at night, plus a case of
insomnia, was too much for him.
He went to the doctor and
discovered he had contracted
tuberculosis.
There was little the physician .
could do but tell him to rest for 6
months. But Chang-yup Daniel
decided to practice his new found
faith in Christ. He continued to
work at the tower and trusted the
Lord to heal him of the TB. And
so,
without
taking
any
medication whatsoever, Changyup was miraculously healed.
But he was still hated by the
Japanese. So were other church
leaders. They were hated so
much that the
Japanese
produced a list of all the church
leaders and made plans to kill
Kim ui his desk Mi Liberty Baptist Seminary.
them all on Aug. 18,1945.
But a slight little device called
stuck out in the young Korean's
mother. He has no idea whether
the atomic bomb wiped out their
mind: First, God so loves "even
they are still alive. He knows full
plans altogether. The Koreans
me." Second, God so loved the
well the horrors of Communism.
were not allowed to have a radio;
world, a world which actually
He has seen his country occupied
if they were discovered with one,
hated God. "I never realized
by outsiders twice. Both times he
they were jailed. So, news of the
until then that I was a sinner. I
learned to hate.
Japanese surrender on Aug. 14
was lost." Third, He gave His
Chang-yup Daniel was born in
only
begotten
Son
that / came late, but when liberation
1921 in the north side of what
did come, the Korean Christians
whosoever believes in Him
then was just one country. He
shouted and rejoiced for two
should not perish, but have
was reared in a Presbyterian
weeks; they knew what God had
everlasting life. "I always acchurch, where everyone thought
done to deliver them from the
cepted that Jesus Christ died for
he was a "good Christian boy."
fate of Aug. 18. "We praised the
the whole world, but not
Chang-yup always tried to win
Lord for that!" Dr. Kim
necessarily for me. When I
other boys to Christ; he always
recalled.
realized that, I couldn't help but
won the various Sunday School
weep like a baby; now I trusted
contests offered by his church.
The Koreans were happy, but
the Lord; 1 believed in Him," he there was another threat they did
But he really did not know the
said.
not anticipate. Being without a
saving grace of the Lord Jesus
radio, they knew nothing of the
At 4 o'clock the next morning,
until he was 14 years old (IS by
Yalta conference which, among
Chang-yup knelt in his room,
Korean count, which considers a
other agreements, divided the
began to pray, and real all of
person 1 year old at birth).
land of Korea between the
John 3 over again. With tears in
One Sunday in November,
United States and Soviet Russia.
his eyes, he prayed, "O, what
Chang-yup's pastor preached
Though the Soviets had not
can f do for you, Jesus?" He
from John 3:16, and three things

participated in the war against
Japan, they moved right into
Korea and began making the.
northern section -- above the
38th parallel -- into a Communist
state.
Within six months, the
Communists took away all
privately-held currency, then
announced the confiscation of
private property, and then
divided all property equally
according to a man's capacity of
labor.
"It was just too much to take
for us," Chang-yup said. "We
were not farmers; we owned
ourland, inherited it from our
ancestors. And it was all lost."
But the worst thing about the
Communists was that there was
no freedom of religion, no
liberty whatsoever. Dr. Kim
recalled that every Sunday
morning in the public square the
Communists would hold a
"people's meeting," in which
they would indoctrinate the
people to Communism. They
wcild ask pointedly, "Where
did you go last Sunday?" If the
answer was-, "To church," then
they would take notes of who. it
was who said that and would
proceed to brainwash him.
"But Christians you cannot
brainwash," Dr. Kim said.
After three years, only three
per cent of the Korean people
actually belonged to the
Communist party, but through
the use of dictatorships and
secret police, those three per cent
easily controlled the other 97 per
cent of the population. .They
would question children about
their parents, even threatening
the children with a pistol to their
heads, Dr. Kim aid. It caused
everyone to be afraid of
strangers; when the Communists
picked up people to arrest them
for disloyalty, they never did it in
public so they would not be
blamed for the person's
disappearance. Instead, once a
Korean-was noted on their list,
they would follow him, looking
for the right time, the right place
to arrest him. Dr. Kim had heard
that many Koreans, after being
arrested, were shipped to Siberia
to work in mines.
This was a "living hell" to the
Kim family. "Communism has
satanic power, demon power
behind it; make no mistake
about it," Chang-yup said.
"When Communists began to
control a person, you could see
. his personality change. He was
no longer kind, but devilish."
On Nov. 4, 1948, the North
Korean government held an
election. The only name on the
ballot was that of Prime Minister
Usung Kim. At the voting booth,

spies watched as Koreans put
'their ballot in either a white box
(meaning you accepted Usung
Kim) or a black box (meaning
you rejected him). Despite his
vocal dissent toward this type of
forced election, Daniel was made
chairman of the Communist
party's propaganda.
That was the last straw for
him. He decided he would die.
When he faced the leaders with
his resignation, they stormed
back, "We will kill you! We will
bury you! We will burn you!"
Daniel stepped out of their office
and headed toward the church to
die; he remained in the church
three days and three nights
without eating. He knew he
would have to die, but what
about his family? He was an only
child, and if he died he would
leave his wife, mother and one
child to the mercy of the
Communists;
"At midnight, God just
poured abundant grace in my
heart," Dr. Kim said, "and I
heard him say, 'What is your
faith?' Right then, I confessed,
'O Ood, forgive me for lack of
faith.' "
Daniel knew he could not stay
in that city. Following Christmas
Day, he was placed in charge of a
Christmas program. During the
program, a lew men disappeared, arrested by Communists.
Included in the arrests were
leaders of a Christian school
which Daniel helped organize.
That left only him responsible
for the school.' He decided to see
the governor of North Korea and
plead with him to keep the
school opened.
As Daniel opened the door to
the governor's office,, the
governor had his back to the
door, talking to another man. As
Daniel listened, the man listed
several who were arrested by the
Communists that night; Daniel
Kim's name was included.
(Actually, the one they arrested
was a distant relative of Kim's
who later reached safety in South
Korea.)
Daniel closed the door and
fled the building. That evening,
the Lord said to him, "Get out."
He went home and told his
family, "Now we have to leave."
The family lived in an orchard
for two days, but they were soon
discovered, escaped death, and
fled again. They moved toward
the 38th parallel but could not
cross without a pass. They hid in
a friend's closet for 15 days, then
slipped across the line with a
crowd of others attending a
special banquet.
Daniel and his wife reached
safety, but at the last moment
before crossing his mother said,
"No, how can we leave this? All

to 1966.
Daniel's heart was in teaching,
and in 1966 the Central Baptist
Seminary called him up; "We
need you; come," was the invitation. But the Covenant
church did not take the news
well. "You pray about it, and
I'll pray about it," Kim told his
parishioners.
"The Lord gave me confidence that I was to leave that
place," he said. "It was hard,
because I loved it so much. But
the Lord also gave the church
peace
about
it."
One
parishioner, who normally was
quiet in meetings, spoke up to
the congregation, "We are being
selfish. We ought to let our
pastor go, for God may have
great things in store for him in
the future."
Daniel stayed at Central for 12
years. He saw many students
come from all over the world,
even the University of Seoul in
Korea. Among these Korean
students, he won some to Christ,
started a fellowship and prayer
group, which then blossomed
into a church, the First Korean
Baptist Church of Minneapolis,
which held its first official
meeting last May.
One day. Dr. James A.
Borland, a professor of Liberty
Baptist College, wrote to his old
friend Dr. Kim after being in
Lynchburg a few months: "Hey,
are you at all interested in
moving? We have had a wonderful ministry down here!"

of our possessions are here.
Come back as soon as you can; I
will keep our furniture and
possessions for you." Daniel's
mother then asked his older
daughter to stay, because in
ancient Korean customs the
daughters were not as important
as the sons.
That was the last time Daniel
saw or heard from his mother or
his daughter, Won Ja. "We have
to trust the Lord that they are in
His hands," he said.
But there was more fleeing to
do. During the Korean conflict
of 1950, the Communists
surrounded and occupied the city
of Seoul three times. In the
course of fleeing, the Kims came
to a fork in the road south of
Seoul; most took the southwest
fork. The Kims asked the Lord
what to do; Daniel turned to his
wife and said, "I know you
received an answer."
"Yes, I did," she said. "We
should go due south." They
chose the due south fork, and
later learned that all those who
went southwest were arrested by
the Communists.
Eventually the war ended and
the Kims returned to Seoul,
where they stayed until 1958.
While there, Daniel received a
Bachelor of Divinity degree from
the Presbyterian Theological
Seminary.
Then he moved to New York
City, where he received a Master
of Theology degree from the
New
York
Theological
Seminary. He was told to attend
Dallas Theological Seminary
after that: "That's the only
fundamental school in the whole
country," his colleague said.

-.
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Dr. Kim responded favorably.
Dr. Borland's letter was followed
by phone calls from Dr. Sumner
Wemp and Dr. Robert Hughes
of the seminary, and soon Dr.
Kim felt God leading him to join
the faculty of Liberty Baptist
Seminary.
"I really believe 100 per cent
of what Or. Falwell says," Dr.
Kim said. "We ought not to fight
our brethren."
Dr. Kim now resides happily in
Lynchburg with \ his wife
Elizabeth. He has three other
children besides Won Ja - his
sons, John and Paul, and
daughter, Esther.
The
youthful-looking
professor with a kind, compassionate
personality
is
academically challenging. One
student grumbled that in his first
test in Dr. Kim's "sects and
cults" class on Mormonism and
Seventh-day Adventism, no
student got higher than a Bminus.
Yet Dr. Kim is well beloved in
the seminary. And he loves the
Lord. He realizes that, even if he
does not see his mother and
daughter again in this life, he
looks forward to seeing them in
Heaven.

In the meantime, Daniel,
disappointed with the liberal
swayings
of
American
Presbyterians, became a Baptist
by conviction. "This isn't true of
every church, I'm sure, but the
United States Presbyterian
churches I saw are entirely
different
from the Korean
Presbyterians. The Americans
have no dawn prayer meeting,
and they are cold people." So he
started attending the Calvary
Baptist Church in New York
City, where they "really
preached the Word of God."
By 1963,.when Daniel received
a Doctor of Theology degree
from Dallas, the Korean
Presbyterians were asking him to
come back and teach in their
Seoul seminary. He prayed.
"God showed me He wanted me
to stay in America. Just then, an
American church opened up and
asked me to be their pastor
without ever hearing me," he
said. That was the Evangelical
Covenant Church in upstate New
York, where he served from 1963
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Professor Witham: BEWARE OF REDS' YOKE

By JOSEPH GORDON
Why study communism?
A look at the front page of
one's daily newspaper will give
one the answer: Because communism is more than a theory. It
is a fighting force that deeply
affects the life of all men on this
planet.
Free people everywhere must
be alert to the dangers of
communism and be prepared to
combat them intelligently, and
most important, to do so without
fear.
If in our decision we are
motivated by fear we could make
dangerokus concessions or, even
worse, end up by using communism's own tactics in trying to
accomplish a good end. Already
more than a third of the human
race has been brought against its
will under the communist yoke.
What has Liberty Baptist
College been doing to stop this
yoke of communism? For the
answer to this question the
Journal-Champion interviewed
Stephen Witham, a professor in
the political science department,
Liberty
Baptist
College.
Professor Witham holds a B.A.
degree from Lehigh University,
an M.A. from Notre Dame and
an M.A. from Maranatha
Baptist Bible College. He came
toLBCin!977.

• • •
JOURNAL-CHAMPION:
Basically, what is communism?
WITHAM: Communism is the
name commonly given to the
doctrines of Karl Marx as it has
been modified by his disciples,
particularly V.I. Lenin. The
heart of the Marxist-Leninist
doctrine is a theory of history.
This is called dialectical
materialism. Essentially this
theory holds that history
progresses according to a certain
pattern described by Marx. He
recognized the existence of
nothing except matter and
motion. Material forces govern
the development of history. A
person, who masters Marx's
teachings is. able to understand
the inevitable course of history.
The communist feels confident
that he knows the ultimate
outcome of history. He considers
the process to be scientific truth
rather than speculation. The
communist is encouraged by the
belief I hat history is on his side
and the inevitable victory of
communism is scientifically
demonstrable fact.

It is a mistake to belittle this
doctrine. The communist is just
as convinced of the correctness
of Marx's predictions as the
Christian is of Biblical prophecy.
Instead of the millennium, the
Marxist looks confidently to a
world completely controlled by
communism.

• • •
JOURNAL-CHAMPION:
Why should Christians oppose
communism?
WITHAM: Communism is
not just another political or
economic creed, but a total
world view. It is a mistake to
believe that a person could
combine Christian theology and
Marxist
economics.
Marx
analyzes society from a strictly
materialist standpoint. At one
point Marx remarked that "the
criticism of religion is the
premise of all criticism." If one
admits the reality of anything
spiritual, he destroys the
foundation upon which Marx's
system rests. According to Marx,
"Man makes religion; religion
does not make man." In other
words, religious beliefs such as
Christianity are creations of the
human mind. In a communist
society man would be elevated to
the position held by God in a
Christian culture. Marx wrote in
a letter that "the religion of the
worker has no God because it
seeks to restore the divinity of
man."
1 cite Marx's own words to
stress the point that he made no
secret of his view on religion. His
dialectical materialism was a
substitute for religion, not an
addition to it. For Marx, being
was matter, and matter is
godless. Communists still hold to
the validity of dialectical
materialism and. thus they can be
nothing but militant atheists.
They view Christianity as the
outgrowth of the evil economic
system of capitalism. As they
hate capitalism so they hate its
outgrowth, Christianity.
Of course the Christian
disagrees with Marx at the very
starting point. Man does not
make religion because God made
man. These views cannot be
reconciled.
The
so-called
Christian-Marxist
dialogue
attempted by some religious
leaders can only result in the
ultimate surrender of one side or
the other. You can be sure that it
will not be the communists who
abandon their basic beliefs.

There will be a continual struggle
between Christianity and antichrist communism as long as
the two exist. To accept
Christianity is to reject communism and vice versa.

•••
JOURNAL-CHAMPION:
What does Liberty Baptist
College do to communicate this
message?
WITHAM: We are presently
teaching a course in political
ideologies in which we take a full

semester to systematically
analyze communism and similar
ideologies. In this course we
present ideology as the enemy of
true philosophy.
Ideological
systems are similar in that they
are a kind of spiritual revolt
against God and an attempt to
deify man. As 1 indicated earlier,
the greatest ally which communism has is the ignorance of
its potential enemies. No one
who takes the trouble to understand Marxist doctrine can
ever be deceived by it.

• • •
JOURNAL-CHAMPION: Do
you mean that Marxist ideas in
some way parallel Christianity?
WITHAM: You could say that
Communism is a satanic counterfeit of Christianity. This is
what makes it seem reasonable.
It is a fraud that appears real
enough to fool many people.
Marxism has been described as a
secular eschatology. It predicts
the future, but denies that God
or any supernatural element is
involved.

•••
JOURNAL-CHAMPION:
Why have the communists been
so successful?
WITHAM: There are a
number of reasons for their
success. Perhaps the greatest
asset that the communists enjoy
is the ignorance on the part of
their potential enemies. Most
people simply do not understand
what communism really is and as
a result they do not believe that it
poses a serious threat to them. If
you ask a dozen people to define
communism you will probably
get a dozen different responses,
all of them incorrect. Too many

people consider communism as
just a different form of economic
system or a kind of dictatorship.

• • •
JOURNAL-CHAMPION:
But if the communists have
explained their goals, why have
we not taken the warning?
WITHAM: As I indicated
earlier, people either do not
know the communist strategy or
else they do not believe that it
will be effective. Claims made by
the communists seem so extreme

and so monstrous that people
simply refuse to believe that they
are serious. We suffer from the
mistaken belief that if we treat
the communists as reasonable
people, they will behave that
way. History has shown the folly
of that course of action.

• • •
JOURNAL-CHAMPION:
Communism seems to be
spreading rapidly throughout the
world. Is this a fair observation?
WITHAM: Yes. definitely. In
addition to their conquest of
South Vietnam, Laos and
Cambodia, they have extended
their influence of a number of
African countries such as Angola
and Ethiopia. The greatest
danger may be their inroads into
the Middle East. Just this year
revolutions in Afghanistan and
South Yemen have brought proSoviet governments to power
there. These countries border on
our major oil suppliers, Iran and
Saudi Arabia. If the Soviets
could overthrow these governments they may be able to
disrupt our energy supplies and
cripple our economy:.

• • •
JOURNAL-CHAMPION:
How will this victory be
achieved?
WITHAM: For Marx all
history was the record of warfare
among economic classes. In a
capitalism society the struggle is
between the property owners, the
bougcoisie, and the propenyless
workers,
the
proletariat.
Eventually the proletariat will
overthrow the bougeoisie in a
violent revolution, causing the
destruction of the entire

capitalist system. You see,
whereas we Christians know that
evil in- this world is the result of
sin, the Marxist claims that evil
in society results from the unjust
economic
system.
Once
capitalism is destroyed evil will
begin to disappear.

• • •
JOURNAL-CHAMPION:
How long will this take?
WITHAM: There is a transition period between the

revolution
that
destroys
capitalism
and
the
implementation of communism.
During this transition period
which Marx called the dictatorship of the proletariat, all
remaining elements of Capitalism
would be wiped out. Marx held
that man's character was molded
by his environment; as long as
any capitalist influences remain
they would corrupt man into
selfish creatures.

• ••
JOURNAL-CHAMPION:
But would this not entail a great
deal of violence? ••••
WITHAM: Indeed it would,
All communist countries are still'
in this stage, yet the figures defy
belief. Estimates vary but if is
probably safe to say 20 to 30
million people in the Soviet
Union were executed or starved
to death in this process. The
figures for China are between 35
and 60 million. Cambodia is
perhaps the most shocking
example because they have
caused the death of about onefourth of their total population
in just a few years (since the
United States withdrawal in
1973).
These figures do not tell of the
millions who were confined in
forced labor camps like the
Gulag Archipelago or the 10,000
political prisoners in Russian
mental hospitals. There is absolutely no reason to think that
the process would be any different in the United States if the
communists take over. Since we
have a greater portion of
property owners, the death toll
may be much higher. Violence is
a part of (he incredible future in
which the communists believe. A

non-violent communism does
not and cannot exist. Ignoring
this point will only make us
susceptible
to
communist
propaganda about peace and
cause us to be less concerned
about this grave peril.

• • •
JOURNAL-CHAMPION:
Why do the Russians seek
military superiority?
WITHAM: That is an excellent question. We can only

speculate about the answer.
While we cannot rule out a
surprise attack, the more likely
possibility would be a type of
nuclear blackmail. Once they are
unquestionably stronger than
we, the Soviets may demand
Concessions in Europe, Africa
and the Middle East. We would
find ourselves dealing from a
position of weakness.
Another possibility might be a
quick conventional war to take
over Europe. Soviet superiority
is even larger in conventional
forces than in strategic ones. Our
decision not to develop the
neutron warhead took away, the
only real equalizer which we
might have had.

The most likely use of Soviet
power would be aimed at the
jugular vein of our country,
economics, our oil supply
coming from the Middle East. In
the event of a future conflict in
that area, the Soviets could join
with their allies to stop shipment
of oil to the U.S., Europe and
Japan. The Soviets might succeed in this maneuver. They have
more combat vessels than the
U.S. and theirs are newer. Oil
tankers would be easy targets for
their submarines. The Middle
East oil fields are also within
range of Soviet air strikers. A
prolonged oil embargo would
probably result in the collapse of
the entire free world economy.

•••
JOURNAL-CHAMPION:
What steps is the U.S. taking to
correct this situation?

This trend is true whether we
consider land forces, numbers of
naval combat ships or strategic
missiles. Considering strategic
nuclear weapons, for example,
the Soviets have a three-to-two
numerical superiority over us
and many of their missiles are
much larger than ours. Overall
they can deliver three times the
payload against us that our
missiles could carry to them.

WITHAM: We are now attempting to negotiate a treaty
which would lock us into this
position of inferiority. We have
not increased the number of our
Intercontinental Ballistic Missiles
in 10 years. In that period the
Soviets have forged ahead of us
numerically and they have
developed eight new types of
ICBM's in the last few years.
Under the Strategic Arms
Limitation Treaty (SALT II), we
would not be allowed to match
these new models. The Soviets
have developed and deployed a
new supersonic bomber while we
have cancelled the plans to
develop one of our own. Instead
we are relying on the lS-to-20year-old B-52's to protect us in
the future.

• • •
JOURNAL-CHAMPION:
But is it not true that each side
has enough nuclear weapons to
destroy the world many times
. over?
WITHAM: Actually this is not
the case at all. You must
remember that in the event of a
surprise attack by the Soviets we
would probably lose most of our
weapons in a matter of minutes.
Only those bombers and missiles
which survived such an attack
would be available to reply. If
the Soviets launched a surprise
attack now they could quickly

The communists are applying
constant pressures against the
free world. Some of these
pressures are subtle and
sophisticated but most are crude
and belligerent. But taken
together these pressures are the
most serious the Western world
has ever faced.
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JOURNAL-CHAMPION:
What is the moil
in> med 'a le
danger posed by communism?

I

destroy 50 per cent of our
popolation. We possess the
capability to destroy only about
10 per cent of their population.

WITHAM: Probably the most
immediate threat comes from the
Russian military power. In the
last 15 years the Russian military
has grown from a position of
great inferiority to that of the
United States to a point where
they are now superior to us in
many areas. While our defense
spending in constant dollars has
been declining steadily, that of
the Russians has been increasing
yearly.
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KOREAN NATIVE REMEMBERS COMMUNISTS

Brain-washing Christians Is Difficult

Dr. C. Daniel
By BOB HARRIS
Dr. C. Daniel Kim's daughter
and mother are trapped in
Communist North Korea. He
hasn't seem them in more than
30 years. And there's little - if
anything -- he can do about it.
That is a particularly painful
truth to the 57-year-old professor
of missions and systematic
theology at Liberty Baptist
Seminary. He once wrote a letter
to the remaining members of his
family in North Korea, but he
never received an answer back.
After he wrote it, he realized he
may have done more harm than
good, for the Communists inspect the mail and probably
realized that there were outsiders
who wished they could be free.
Dr. Kim stiffens up into a
somber countenance when he
thinks of his daughter and

participated in the war against
then had a desire to go to church
Japan, they moved right into
and pray. This he did for more
Korea and began making the.
than two weeks - get up early in
northern section -- above the
the morning and pray, "God,
38th parallel - into a Communist
what Can I do for you?"
state.
The Lord impressed on his
Within six months, the
heart a desire to be a minister. By
Communists took away all
this time, the Japanese had
privately-held currency, then
invaded Korea, closed Christian
announced the confiscation of
seminaries, and forced Korean
private property, and then
Christians to bow down to
divided all property equally
Shinto shrines. Forced out of the
according to a man's capacity of
seminary, Chang-yup started
labor.
working in a bank. But he
refused to bow down to the
"It was just too much to take
pagan shrine; consequently, he
for us," Chang-yup said. "We
became a hated man.
were not farmers; we owned
Soon, the Japanese put
ourland, inherited it from our
pressure on the Koreans to fight
ancestors. And it was all lost."
in their Army during World War
But the worst thing about the
II. But Chang-yup thought, "I
Communists was that there was
can't Tight against American
no freedom of religion, no
soldiers who gave us the
liberty whatsoever. Dr. Kim
Gospel." Instead, he was given
recalled that every Sunday
the job of watching for
morning in the public square the
American B-29 bombers in a
Communists would hold a
tower. He would then report that
"people's meeting," in which
they were coming, and in which
they would indoctrinate the
direction they were headed.
people to Communism. They
would ask pointedly, "Where
But the physical strain of
did you go last Sunday?" If the
putting in a full day's work at the
answer was, "To church," then
bank and then working at the
they would take notes of who. it
tower at night, plus a case of
was who said that and would
insomnia, was too much for him.
proceed to brainwash him.
He went to the doctor and
discovered he had contracted
"But Christians you cannot
tuberculosis.
brainwash," Dr. Kim said.
There was little the physician
After three years, only three
could do but tell him to rest for 6
per cent of the Korean people
months. But Chang-yup Daniel
actually belonged to the
decided to practice his new found
Communist party, but through
faith in Christ. He continued to
the use of dictatorships and
work at the tower and trusted the
secret police, those three per cent
Lord to heal him of the TB. And
easily controlled the other 97 per
so,
without
taking
any
cent of the population...They
medication whatsoever, Changwould question children about
yup was miraculously healed.
their parents, even threatening
the children with a pistol to their
But he was still hated by the
heads. Dr. Kim aid. It caused
Japanese. So were other church
everyone to be afraid of
leaders. They were hated so
strangers; when the Communists
much that the
Japanese
picked up people to arrest them
produced a list of all the church
for disloyalty, they never did it in
leaders and made plans to kill
Kim Hi his desk at Liberty Baptist Seminary.
public so they would not be
them all on Aug. 18,1945.
blamed for the person's
stuck out in the young Korean's
But a slight little device called
mother. He has no idea whether
disappearance. Instead, once a
mind: First, God so loves "even
the atomic bomb wiped out their
they are still alive. He knows full
Korean-was noted on their list,
me." Second, God so loved the
plans altogether. The Koreans
well the horrors of Communism.
they would follow him, looking
world, a world which actually
were not allowed to have a radio;
He has seen his country occupied
for the right time, the right place
hated God. "1 never realized
if they were discovered with one,
by outsiders twice. Both times he
to arrest him. Dr. Kim had heard
until then that I was a sinner. I
they were jailed. So, news of the
learned to hate.
that many Koreans, after being
was lost." Third, He gave His
Japanese surrender on Aug. 14
Chang-yup Daniel was born in
arrested, were shipped to Siberia
only
begotten
Son
that
came late, but when liberation
1921 in the north side of what
to work in mines.
whosoever believes in Him
did come, the Korean Christians
then was just one country. He
should not perish, but have
shouted and rejoiced for two
was reared in a Presbyterian
This was a "living hell" to. the
everlasting life. "1 always acweeks; they knew what God had
church, where everyone thought
Kim family. "Communism has
cepted that Jesus Christ died for
done to deliver them from the
he was a "good Christian boy."
satanic power, demon power
the whole world, but not
fateof Aug. 18. "We praised the
Chang-yup always tried to win
behind it; make no mistake
necessarily for me. When I
Lord for that!" Dr. Kim
other boys to Christ; he always
about it," Chang-yup said.
realized that, I couldn't help but
recalled.
won the various Sunday School
"When Communists began to
weep like a baby; now I trusted
The Koreans were happy, but
contests offered by his church.
control a person, you could see
the Lord; 1 believed in Him," he there was another threat they did . his personality change. He was
But he really did not know the
said.
not anticipate. Being without a
saving grace of the Lord Jesus
no longer kind, but devilish."
radio, they knew nothing of the
At 4 o'clock the next morning,
until he was 14 years old (15 by
Yalta conference which, among
Chang-yup knelt in his room,
Korean count, which considers a
On Nov. 4, 1948, the North
other agreements, divided the
began to pray, and real all of
person 1 year old at birth).
Korean government held an
land of Korea between the
John 3 over again. With tears in
One Sunday in November,
election. The only name on the
United States and Soviet Russia.
his eyes, he prayed, "O, what
Chang-yup's pastor preached
ballot was that of Prime Minister
Though the Soviets had not
can I do for you, Jesus?" He
from John 3:16, and three things
Ilsung Kim. At the voting booth,

spies watched as Koreans put
their ballot in either a white box
(meaning you accepted Ilsung
Kim) or a black box (meaning
you rejected him). Despite his
vocal dissent toward this type of
forced election, Daniel was made
chairman of the Communist
party's propaganda.
That was the last straw for
him. He decided he would die.
When he faced the leaders with
his resignation, they stormed
back, "We will kill yout We will
bury you! We will burn you!"
Daniel stepped out of their office
and headed toward the church to
die; he remained in the church
three days and three nights
without eating. He knew he
would have to die, but what
about his family? He was an only
child, and if he died he would
leave his wife, mother and one
child to the mercy of the
Communists;
"At midnight, God just
poured abundant grace in my
heart," Dr. Kim said, "and I
heard him say, 'What is your
faith?' Right then, I confessed,
'O God, forgive me for lack of
faith.' "
Daniel knew he could not stay
in that city. Following Christmas
Day, he was placed in charge of a
Christmas program. During the
program, a few men disappeared, arrested by Communists.
Included in the arrests were
leaders of a Christian school
which Daniel helped organize.
That left only him responsible
for the school. He decided to see
the governor of North Korea and
plead with him to keep the
school opened.
As Daniel opened the door to
the governor's office,, the
governor had his back to the
door, talking to another man. As
Daniel listened, the man listed
several who were arrested by the
Communists that night; Daniel
Kim's name was included.
(Actually, the one they arrested
was a distant relative of Kim's
who later reached safety in South
Korea.)
Daniel closed the door and
fled the building. That evening,
the Lord said to him, "Get out."
He went home and told his
family, "Now we have to leave."
The family lived in an orchard
for two days, but they were soon
discovered, escaped death, and
fled again. They moved toward
the 38th parallel but could not
cross without a pass. They hid in
a friend's closet for 15 days, then
slipped across the line with a
crowd of others attending a
special banquet'.
Daniel and his wife reached
safety, but at the last moment
before crossing his mother said,
"No, how can we leave this? All

tol966.
Daniel's heart was in teaching,
and in 1966 the Central Baptist
Seminary called him up; "We
need you; come," was the invitation. But the Covenant
church did not take the news
well. "You pray about it, and
I'll pray about it," Kim told his
parishioners.
"The Lord gave me confidence that I was to leave that
place," he said. "It was hard,
because I loved it so much. But
the Lord also gave the church
peace
about
it."
One
parishioner, who normally was
quiet in meetings, spoke up to
the congregation, "We are being
selfish. We ought to let our
pastor go, for God may have
great things in store for him in
the future."
Daniel stayed at Central for 12
years. He saw many students
come from all over the world,
even the University of Seoul in
Korea. Among these Korean
students, he won some to Christ,
started a fellowship and prayer
group, which then blossomed
into a church, the First Korean
Baptist Church of Minneapolis,
which held its first official
meeting last May.
One day. Dr. James A.
Borland, a professor of Liberty
Baptist College, wrote to his old
friend Dr. Kim after being in
Lynchburg a few months: "Hey,
are you at all interested in
moving? We have had a wonderful ministry down here!"

of our possessions are here.
Come back as soon as you can; I
will keep our furniture and
possessions for you." Daniel's
mother then asked his older
daughter to stay, because in
ancient Korean customs the
daughters were not as important
as the sons.
That was the last time Daniel
saw or heard from his mother or
his daughter. Won Ja. "We have
to trust the Lord that they are in
His hands," he said.
But there was more fleeing to
do. During the Korean conflict
of 1950, the Communists
surrounded and occupied the city
of Seoul three times. In the
course of fleeing, the Kims came
to a fork in the road south of
Seoul; most took the southwest
fork. The Kims asked the Lord
what to do; Daniel turned to his
wife and said, "I know you
received an answer."
"Yes, I did," she said. "We
should go due south." They
chose the due south fork, and
later learned that all those who
went southwest were arrested by
the Communists.
Eventually the war ended and
the Kims returned to Seoul,
where they stayed until 1958.
While there, Daniel received a
Bachelor of Divinity degree from
the Presbyterian Theological
Seminary.
Then he moved to New York
City, where he received a Master
of Theology degree from the
New
York
Theological
Seminary. He was told to attend
Dallas Theological Seminary
after that: "That's the only
fundamental school in the whole
country," his colleague said.

Dr. Kim responded favorably.
Dr. Borland's letter was followed
by phone calls from Dr. Sumner
Wemp and Dr. Robert Hughes
of the seminary, and soon Dr.
Kim felt God leading him to join
the faculty of Liberty Baptist
Seminary.
"I really believe 100 per cent
of what Dr. Falwell says," Dr.
Kim said. "We ought not to fight
our brethren."
Dr. Kim now resides happily in
Lynchburg with his wife
Elizabeth. He has three other
children besides Won Ja - his
sons, John and Paul, and
daughter, Esther.
The
youthful-looking
professor with a kind, compassionate
personality
is
academically challenging. One
student grumbled that in his first
test in Dr. Kim's "sects and
cults" class on Mormonism and
Seventh-day Adventism, no
student got higher than a Bminus.
Yet Dr. Kim is well beloved in
the seminary. And he loves the
Lord. He realizes that, even if he
does not see his mother and
daughter again in this life, he
looks forward to seeing them in
Heaven.
. .

In the meantime, Daniel,
disappointed with the liberal
swayings
of
American
Presbyterians, became a Baptist
by conviction. "This isn't true of
every church, I'm sure, but the
United States Presbyterian
churches I saw are entirely
different
from the Korean
Presbyterians. The Americans
have no dawn prayer meeting,
and they are cold people." So he
started attending the Calvary
Baptist Church in New York
City, where they "really
preached the Word of God."
By 1963, when Daniel received
a Doctor of Theology degree
from Dallas, the Korean
Presbyterians were asking him to
come back and teach in their
Seoul seminary. He prayed.
"God showed me He wanted me
to stay in America. Just then, an
American church opened up and
asked me to be their pastor
without ever hearing me," he
said. That was the Evangelical
Covenant Church in upstate New
York, where he served from 1963

Professor Witham: BEWARE OF REDS' YOKE
By JOSEPH GORDON
Why study communism?
A look at the front page of
one's daily newspaper will give
one the answer: Because communism is more than a theory. It
is a flghting force that deeply
affects the life of all men on this
planet.
Free people everywhere must
be alert to the dangers of
communism and be prepared to
combat them intelligently, and
most important, to do so without
fear.
If in our decision we are
motivated by fear we could make
dangerokus concessions or, even
worse, end up by using communism's own tactics in trying to
accomplish a good end. Already
more than a third of the human
race has been brought against its
will under the communist yoke.
What has Liberty Baptist
College been doing to stop this
yoke of communism? For the
answer to this question the
Journal-Champion interviewed
Stephen Witham, a professor in
the political science department,
Liberty
Baptist
College.
Professor Witham holds a B.A.
degree from Lehigh University,
an M.A. from Notre Dame and
an M.A. from Maranatha
Baptist Bible College. He came
toLBCin!977.

• • •
JOURNAL-CHAMPION:
Basically, what is communism?
WITHAM: Communism is the
name commonly given to the
doctrines of Karl Marx as it has
been modified by his disciples,
particularly V.I. Lenin. The
heart of the Marxist-Leninist
doctrine is a theory of history.
This is called dialectical
materialism. Essentially this
theory holds that history
progresses according to a certain
pattern described by Marx. He
recognized the existence of
nothing except matter and
motion. Material forces govern
the development of history. A
person, who masters Marx's
teachings is able to understand
the inevitable course of history.
The communist feels confident
that he knows the ultimate
outcome of history. He considers
the process to be scientific truth
rather than speculation. The
communist is encouraged by the
belief that history is on his side
and the inevitable victory of
communism is scientifically
demonstrable fact.

It is a mistake to belittle this
doctrine. The communist is just
as convinced of the correctness
of Marx's predictions as the
Christian is of Biblical prophecy.
Instead of the millennium, the
Marxist looks confidently to a
world completely controlled by
communism.

• • •
JOURNAL-CHAMPION:
Why should Christians oppose
communism?
WITHAM: Communism is
not just another political or
economic creed, but a total
world view. It is a mistake to
believe that a person could
combine Christian theology and
Marxist economics.
Marx
analyzes society from a strictly
materialist standpoint. At one
point Marx remarked that "the
criticism of religion is the
premise of all criticism." If one
admits the reality of anything
spiritual, he destroys the
foundation upon which Marx's
system rests. According to Marx,
"Man makes religion; religion
does not make man." In other
words, religious beliefs such as
Christianity are creations of the
human mind. In a communist
society man would be elevated to
the position held by God in a
Christian culture. Marx wrote in
a letter that "the religion of the
worker has no God because it
seeks to restore the divinity of
man."
I cite Marx's own words to
stress the point that he made no
secret of his view on religion. His
dialectical materialism was a
substitute for religion, not an
addition to it. For Marx, being
was matter, and matter is
godless. Communists still hold to
the validity of dialectical
materialism and. thus they can be
nothing but militant atheists.
They view Christianity as the
outgrowth of the evil economic
system of capitalism. As they
hate capitalism so they hate its
outgrowth, Christianity.
Of course the Christian
disagrees with Marx at the very
starting point. Man does not
make religion because God made
man. These views cannot be
reconciled.
The
so-called
Christian-Marxist
dialogue
attempted by some religious
leaders can only result in the
ultimate surrender of one side or
the other. You can be sure that it
will not be the communists who
abandon their basic beliefs.

There will be a continual struggle
between Christianity and antichrist communism as long as
the two exist. To accept
Christianity is to reject communism and vice versa.

•••
JOURNAL-CHAMPION:
What does Liberty Baptist
College do to communicate this
message?
WITHAM: We are presently
teaching a course in political
ideologies in which we take a full

semester to systematically
analyze communism and similar
ideologies. In this course we
present ideology as the enemy of
true philosophy.
Ideological
systems are similar in that they
are a kind of spiritual revolt
against God and an attempt to
deify man. As I indicated earlier,
the greatest ally which communism has is the ignorance of
its potential enemies. No one
who takes the trouble to understand Marxist doctrine can
ever be deceived by it.

• • •
JOURNAL-CHAMPION: Do
you mean that Marxist ideas in
some way parallel Christianity?
WITHAM: You could say that
Communism is a satanic counterfeit of Christianity. This is
what makes it seem reasonable.
it is a fraud that appears real
enough to fool many people.
Marxism has been described as a
secular eschatology. It predicts
the future, but denies that God
or any supernatural element is
involved.

•••
JOURNAL-CHAMPION:
Why have the communists been
so successful?
WITHAM: There are a
number of reasons for their
success. Perhaps the greatest
asset that the communists enjoy
is the ignorance on the part of
their potential enemies. Most
people simply do not understand
what communism really is and as
a result they do not believe that it
poses a serious threat to them. II
you ask a dozen people to define
communism you will probably
get a dozen different responses,
all of them incorrect. Too many

people consider communism as
just a different form of economic
system or a kind of dictatorship.

• • •
JOURNAL-CHAMPION:
But if the communists have
explained their goals, why have
we not taken the warning?
WITHAM: As I indicated
earlier, people either do not
know the communist strategy or
else they do not believe that it
will be effective. Claims made by
the communists seem so extreme

and so monstrous that people
simply refuse to believe that they
are serious. We suffer from the
mistaken belief that if we treat
the communists as reasonable
people, they will behave that
way. History has shown the folly
of that course of action.

• ••
JOURNAL-CHAMPION:
Communism seems to be
spreading rapidly throughout the
world. Is this a fair observation?
WITHAM: Yes, definitely. In
addition to their conquest of
South Vietnam, Laos and
Cambodia, they have extended
their influence of a number of
African countries such as Angola
and Ethiopia. The greatest
danger may be their inroads into
the Middle East. Just this year
revolutions in Afghanistan and
South Yemen have brought proSoviet governments to power
there. These countries border on
our major oil suppliers, Iran and
Saudi Arabia. If the Soviets
could overthrow these governments they may be able to
disrupt our energy supplies and
cripple our economy.

• • •
JOURNAL-CHAMPION:
How will this victory be
achieved?
WITHAM: For Marx all
history was the record of warfare
among economic classes. In a
capitalism society the struggle is
between the property owners, the
bougeoisie, and the propcrtyless
workers,
the
proletariat.
Eventually the proletariat will
overthrow the bougeoisie in a
violent revolution, causing the
destruction of the entire

capitalist system. You see,
whereas we Christians know that
evil in- this world is the result of
sin, the Marxist claims that evil
in society results from the unjust
economic
system.
Once
capitalism is destroyed evil will
begin to disappear.

• • •
JOURNAL-CHAMPION:
How long will this take?
WITHAM: There is a transition period between the

revolution
that
destroys
capitalism
and
the
implementation of communism.
During this transition period
which Marx called the dictatorship of the proletariat, all
remaining elements of capitalism
would be wiped out. Marx held
that man's character was molded
by his environment; as long as
any capitalist influences remain
they would corrupt man into
selfish creatures.

• ••
JOURNAL-CHAMPION:
But would this not entail a great
deal of violence? ••••
WITHAM: Indeed it would.
All communist countries are still'
in this stage, yet the figures defy
belief. Estimates vary but it* is
probably safe to say 20 to 30
million people in the Soviet
Union were executed or starved
to death in this process. The
figures for China are between 35
and 60 million. Cambodia is
perhaps the most shocking
example because they have
caused the death pf about onefourth of their total population "
in just a few years (since the
United States withdrawal in
1973).
These figures do not tell of the
millions who were confined in
forced labor camps like the
Gulag Archipelago or the 10,000
political prisoners in Russian
mental hospitals. There is absolutely no reason to think that
the process would be any different in the United States if the
communists take over. Since we
have a greater portion of
property owners, the death toll
may be much higher. Violence is
a part of the incredible future in
which the communists believe. A

non-violent communism does
not and cannot exist. Ignoring
this point will only make us
susceptible
to
communist
propaganda about peace and
cause us to be less concerned
about this grave peril.

• • •
JOURNAL-CHAMPION:
Why do the Russians seek
military superiority?
WITHAM: That is an excellent question. We can only

speculate about the answer.
While we cannot rule out a
surprise attack, the more likely
possibility would be a type of
nuclear blackmail. Once they are
unquestionably stronger than
we, the Soviets may demand
concessions in Europe, Africa
and the Middle East. We would
find ourselves dealing from a
position of weakness.
Another possibility might be a
quick conventional war to take
over Europe- Soviet superiority
is even larger in conventional
forces than in Strategic ones. Our
decision not to develop the
neutron warhead took away; the
only real equalizer which we
might have had-

The most likely use of Soviet
power would be aimed at the
jugular vein of our country,
economics, our oil supply
coming from the Middle East. In
the event of a future conflict in
that area, the Soviets could join
with their allies to stop shipment
of oil to the U.S., Europe and
Japan. The Soviets might succeed in this maneuver. They have
more combat vessels than the
VIA. and theirs are newer. Oil
tankers would be easy targets for
their submarines. The Middle
East oil fields are also within
range of Soviet air strikers. A
prolonged oil embargo would.
probably result in the collapse of
the entire free world economy.

destroy 50 per cent of our
popolation. We possess the
capability to destroy only about
10 per cent of their population.

WITHAM: Probably the most
immediate threat comes from the
Russian military power. In the
last 15 years the Russian military
has grown from a position of
great inferiority to that of the
United States to a point where
they are now superior to us in
many areas. While our defense
spending in constant dollars has
been declining steadily, that of
the Russians has been increasing
yearly.

• • •
JOURNAL-CHAMPION:
What steps is the U.S. taking to
correct this situation?

This trend is true whether we
consider land forces, numbers of
naval combat ships or strategic
missiles. Considering strategic
nuclear weapons, for example,
the Soviets have a three-to-two
numerical superiority over us
and many of their missiles are
much larger than ours. Overall
they can deliver three times the
payload against us that our
missiles could carry to them.

WITHAM: We are now attempting to negotiate a treaty
which would lock us into this
position of inferiority. We have
not increased the number of our
Intercontinental Ballistic Missiles
in 10 years. In that period the
Soviets have forged ahead of us
numerically and they have
developed eight new types of
ICBM's in the last few years.
Under the Strategic Arms
Limitation Treaty (SALT II), we
would not be allowed to match
these new models. The Soviets
have developed and deployed a
new supersonic bomber while we
have cancelled the plans to
develop one of our own. Instead
we are relying on the 15-to-20year-old B-52's to protect us in
the future.

• • •
JOURNAL-CHAMPION:
But is it not true that each side
has enough nuclear weapons to
destroy the world many times
. over?
WITHAM: Actually this is not
the case at all. You must
remember that in the event of a
surprise attack by the Soviets we
would probably lose most of our
weapons in a matter of minutes.
Only those bombers and missiles
which survived such an attack
would be available to reply. If
the Soviets launched a surprise
attack now they could quickly

I

The communists are applying
constant pressures against the
free world. Some of these
pressures are subtle and
sophisticated but most are crude
and belligerent. But taken
together these pressures are the
most serious the Western world
has ever faced.
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JOURNAL-CHAMPION:
What is the most immediate
danger posed by communism?
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